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This thesis focuses on generating and exploring design variations for architectural and
urban layouts. I propose to study this general problem in three selected contexts.
First, I introduce a framework to generate many variations of a facade design that
look similar to a given facade layout. Starting from an input image, the facade is
hierarchically segmented and labeled with a collection of manual and automatic tools.
The user can then model constraints that should be maintained in any variation of the
input facade design. Subsequently, facade variations are generated for different facade
sizes, where multiple variations can be produced for a certain size. Second, I propose
a method for a user to understand and systematically explore good building layouts.
Starting from a discrete set of good layouts, I analytically characterize the local shape
space of good layouts around each initial layout, compactly encode these spaces, and
link them to support transitions across the different local spaces. I represent such
transitions in the form of a portal graph. The user can then use the portal graph,
along with the family of local shape spaces, to globally and locally explore the space
of good building layouts. Finally, I propose an algorithm to computationally design
street networks that balance competing requirements such as quick travel time and
reduced through traffic in residential neighborhoods. The user simply provides high-
level functional specifications for a target neighborhood, while my algorithm best
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Design computation can be used to tackle various problems in architectural and
urban modeling. One of the main problems that can be solved by design computation
is to generate large scale, high quality architectural models without taking lots of time
of a human designer. At the same time, design computation can help a user to better
understand architectural and urban models, by providing tools for the analysis and
the exploration of variations of these models.
With design computation, given some requirements as input, e.g., example layouts,
functional goals, or computational rules, a layout of shapes that represents a certain
model, e.g., an architectrual or urban model in this thesis, can be generated. To make
sure the generated layout is valid and of high quality, different types of constraints
are usually defined by the user or the framework. It is quite common that the user is
allowed or required to participate during the design process. The user may provide
feedback or further control during the generation process, so that the user can obtain
the specific result he wants.
However, layout computation is not easy. One reason is that generating an op-
timized layout of shapes is usually related to both discrete optimization (e.g., the
number and topology of the shapes) and continous optimization (e.g., position and
size of the shapes). It is possible to use some existing methods to solve one aspect
of the problem, e.g., simulated annealing, MCMC, Metropolis-Hasting, or Integer
Programming for discrete optimization, and gradient descent, trust region, or lin-
ear/quadratic programming for continous optimization. However, usually there is
no clear way to use any known optimization algorithm to solve both aspects of the
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problem simultaneously. Additionally, user input has to be incorporated. The user
wants simple, general and intuitive input, but as an optimization problem, the input
needs to follow a certain specific form depending on the optimization framework.
In this thesis, we analyze design problems in architectural and urban modeling
that have no previously known solution. These problems are solved in generally two
steps. First, the major requirements for the problem are identified and formulated
as an optimization problem. Next, we design a computational framework that mixes
discrete and continuous optimization to obtain a solution.
1.1 Problem Statement
We propose to tackle the following problem: how to generate design variations
that satisfy certain constraints. The answer to this question will make a contribution
to design computation. Content creation and 3D modeling is a large market and much
time is spent on modeling projects in academia and industry. With better modeling,
artist, architects and planners may save lots of time on designing architectural and
urban models, while still maintain high quality enforced by the selected constraints.
In the following we describe the three selected applications for this PhD thesis.
For facade design, given an input facade, we want to produce many different facade
layouts. The variations of the input need to capture the essence of the inputs design,
like certain alignments, size, and symmetry. The output can be different facades of
the same size, or variations of a different size.
For building layouts, we would like to generate and explore variations of building
layout. The building layout should fullfill certain functional hard and soft constraints,
e.g., buildings should lie entirely inside the indicated parcel boundaries, and large
courtyards are preferred.
For street layouts, we want to design a suitable network configuration starting only
2
from high-level functional specifications. Typically, the specifications are conflicting,
e.g., to lower average transit times, the network needs to be densely connected, but
in order to reduce noise level, low through traffic is required.
1.2 Overview
We propose to study the general problem of generating and exploring design vari-
ations using three selected examples described before. In the following we will give a
brief description of the selected approach to tackle each of the examples.
Facade Variation We introduce a framework to generate many variations of a
facade design that look similar to a given facade layout. Starting from an input image,
the facade is hierarchically segmented and labeled with a collection of manual and
automatic tools. The user can then model constraints that should be maintained in
any variation of the input facade design. Subsequently, facade variations are generated
for different facade sizes, where multiple variations can be produced for a certain size.
Computing such new facade variations has many unique challenges, and we propose a
new algorithm based on interleaving heuristic search and quadratic programming. In
contrast to most previous work, we focus on the generation of new design variations
and not on the automatic analysis of the input’s structure. Adding a modeling step
with the user in the loop ensures that our results routinely are of high quality.
Building Layouts Good building layouts are required to conform to regulatory
guidelines, while meeting certain quality measures. While different methods can sam-
ple the space of such good layouts, there exists little support for a user to understand
and systematically explore the samples. Starting from a discrete set of good layouts,
we analytically characterize the local shape space of good layouts around each initial
3
layout, compactly encode these spaces, and link them to support transitions across
the different local spaces. We represent such transitions in the form of a portal graph.
The user can then use the portal graph, along with the family of local shape spaces, to
globally and locally explore the space of good building layouts. We use our framework
on a variety of different test scenarios to showcase an intuitive design, navigation, and
exploration interface.
Street Layout Street networks determine both local and global traffic patterns.
They not only influence how one can travel from one place to another, but also signif-
icantly affect the level of busyness in different neighborhoods. Planning such street
layouts involves delicate balancing among competing requirements such as quick travel
time and reduced through-traffic in residential neighborhoods, which can be challeng-
ing to be done manually. We propose an algorithm to computationally design such
street layouts. The user simply provides high-level functional specifications in terms
of traffic patterns and land use, while our algorithm best satisfies the specification
by solving for both connectivity and geometry of the layout in a hierarchical man-
ner. We demonstrate our approach under various functional specifications to produce
non-trivial functional street network layouts.
1.3 Publications and Contributions
Here is the list of my publications and their contributions.
• Yuanyuan Li, Fan Bao, Eugene Zhang, Yoshihiro Kobayashi, Peter Wonka,
Geometry Synthesis on Surfaces Using Field-Guided Shape Grammars, IEEE
Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics, vol.17, no.2, pp.231-
243, Feb. 2011
This paper is not covered in the thesis.
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• Fan Bao, Michael Schwarz, Peter Wonka, Procedural Facade Variations from
a Single Layout, ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG), Volume 32 Issue 1,
January 2013
– Complementing existing automatic algorithms, we propose a framework
that comprises layout modeling from a single input and constrained op-
timization to compute new design variations. These outputs are of high
quality, and while this comes at the cost of additional modeling time, it is
essential for most applications in industry.
– Compared to grammar-based modeling, we simplify the modeling process,
and we can specify facade layout variations that cannot easily be encoded
with existing shape grammars.
• Fan Bao, Dongming Yan, Niloy Mitra, Peter Wonka, Generating and Exploring
Good Building Layouts, ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG) - SIGGRAPH
2013 Conference Proceedings, Volume 32 Issue 4, July 2013
– Formulating good (i.e., valid and desirable) building layout generation as
an instance of constrained optimization;
– Characterizing the space of local variations around any given layout that
retains goodness of the original layout; and
– Linking such local spaces of variations by building global connection path-
ways to facilitate intuitive exploration of the extracted space of good build-
ing layouts.
• Fan Bao, Chi-Han Peng, Dongming Yan, Niloy Mitra, Peter Wonka, Compu-
tational Design of Street Layouts from Functional Specifications, in preparation
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– Proposing street network design directly from high-level functional speci-
fications, which are based on urban layout design guidelines;
– Formulating the problem as a hierarchical optimization framework that
considers the functional specifications; and
– Evaluating the approach and demonstrating that non-trivial and desirable





Grammar-based modeling One popular approach for procedural modeling is to
model objects using grammars, such as L-systems (Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer,
1990) or shape grammars (Mu¨ller et al., 2006). There are various extensions to
add additional control to a grammar, such as the ability of a grammar to interact
with user defined shapes (Prusinkiewicz et al., 1994; Meˇch and Prusinkiewicz, 1996;
Prusinkiewicz et al., 2001; Benesˇ et al., 2011; Talton et al., 2011). While grammars
typically have to be written in a text editor, Lipp et al. (2008) provide ideas how
to specify grammars and modify designs with a graphical user interface. In all these
approaches, the initial grammar still has to be designed by the user.
Automating the design process A natural question is how to automate this de-
sign process. Given a segmented input design as vector graphics, symmetry detection
can be used to identify a hierarchical structure in the input and to establish rules
that can replicate the input (Sˇt’ava et al., 2010). If the input is an image, symmetry
detection and segmentation are significantly more challenging. Therefore, the existing
solutions to extract grammars from facade images (Aliaga et al., 2007; Mu¨ller et al.,
2007) spend most effort on image analysis but not as much on structure analysis. As a
result, current approaches only work well for selected facades. Another line of recent
work deals with general meshes and point clouds as input (Bokeloh et al., 2010). We
build on the idea of split operations (Wonka et al., 2003; Mu¨ller et al., 2006) used in
grammar-based facade modeling, because most facades can be subdivided by splitting
rules.
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Shape and Texture Synthesis Synthesizing a larger region from a smaller input
region has been heavily investigated for textures (Wei et al., 2009), and these methods
can also be nicely adapted to architectural geometry (Merrell, 2007; Merrell and
Manocha, 2008). The most closely related texture synthesis algorithm specializes in
facade textures (Lefebvre et al., 2010), and we will compare our facade variation
results to this work. The regeneration of facade textures can be controlled by a
resizing operation on architectural meshes (Cabral et al., 2009).
Stochastic sampling An alternate strategy for building modeling is to optimize a
goal function and a set of constraints. A recent paper that embodied this approach
is by Merrell et al. (2010), who computed room layouts using stochastic optimization
and employed learning techniques to generate reasonable room sizes and connectivity
graphs similar to existing examples. Extruding these rooms results in nice mass
models. By modeling up to a few city blocks, the scale of our building modeling
approach falls somewhere in between residential building layouts (e.g., Merrell et al.
(2010)) and city scale modeling (e.g., Vanegas et al. (2012)). We note that the data-
driven method of Merrell et al. (2010) can possibly learn aesthetic design elements,
which are difficult to capture using a purely analytic approach. Existing methods,
however, do not support local refinements or exploration of the constrained solution
space. Further, restricting sampling to only a few dimensions does not help because
good local shape space variations are often distributed over the full representation
(e.g., most of the boxes move in our building layout framework even under local
changes).
Retargeting existing designs Retargeting and reshaping existing building models
have been used to generate plausible variations. Cabral et al. (2009) used constrained
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optimization to deform architectural models while preserving angles and contact rela-
tionships; while Lin et al. (2011) broke down an architectural model into axis-aligned
boxes retarget them by resizing and replicating boxes of the input model. Habbecke
and Kobbelt (2012) proposed a constraint analysis and deformation framework for
man-made objects, like buildings.
Urban modeling and shape modeling Besides street networks which will be
discussed later in this chapter, there are many parts of an urban system that have
been modeled in computer graphics, e.g. terrain (Ge´nevaux et al., 2013), vegeta-
tion (Deussen et al., 1998), buildings (Cabral et al., 2009; Paczkowski et al., 2011),
facades (Xiao et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2011), floorplans (Merrell et al., 2010), furniture
layouts (Merrell et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2011), and urban textures (Lefebvre et al.,
2010). For a broader view of urban modeling in general, we refer the reader to a
recent survey (Vanegas et al., 2010). From a methodology side, besides the methods
already discussed, there have been multiple other interesting approaches in recent
literature that are suitable to model interesting shapes. One approach is to learn
new shapes given a database of existing shapes, e.g., Kalogerakis et al. (2012). This
approach requires machine learning techniques, such as graphical models, to encode
the relationships between different shape components. Another approach is to use
optimization to compute form from a functional description, Our methodology used
in Chapter 3, 4, and 5 follows this line of work.
Design exploration An early inspiration for many modeling papers was the con-
cept of design galleries (Marks et al., 1997) that is now commonplace. Shapira et al.
(2009) proposed a great framework to explore different recolorings of input images;
while in another interface, parametric design space of trees and human shapes (Talton
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et al., 2009) was proposed. In the context of isometric shape deformation, Kilian et al.
(2007) proposed useful Riemannian metrics in the space of meshes to aid the user in
design and modeling tasks; while for freeform architecture, Yang et al. (2011) intro-
duced local shape space exploration that was an inspiration to our building layout
exploration. Large design spaces can also be sampled discretely using a probabilistic
model: an idea that is complementary to our work. We are also inspired by recent
efforts in deriving form from function, a design philosophy reinvented towards compu-
tational design, e.g., for modeling of furniture (Umetani et al., 2012), precast-based
buildings (Liu et al., 2013), or land-use patterns (Vanegas et al., 2012). In contrast
to these efforts, we focus on exploring both local (continuous) and global (discrete)
variations and allow the user to explore the choices via an interactive interface, while
ensuring goodness of the generated layouts.
Building optimization In civil engineering and architecture, optimization and
simulation are used to find efficient ways to construct a building (Rafiq et al., 2003;
Coleman, 2007; Hale and Long, 2010). While these methods mainly focus on op-
timizing construction details for buildings that have a fixed shape, the methods do
not contribute to the shape modeling problem, as is our building layout focus. The
exploration of shape variations is limited to buildings that consist of one single box
shape (Hale and Long, 2010), or window arrangements on a given mass model (Gagne
and Andersen, 2010), or the layout of a housing blocks (Leblanc et al., 2011). In an-
other research thread, Whiting et al. (2009, 2012) explored structural feasibility in
the context of modeling masonry buildings. They proposed a gradient-based non-
linear optimization approach to search the parameter space in procedural models to
generate stable buildings, while modifying the geometry to achieve stability.
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Street modeling Initial work in street network modeling focused on algorithms to
synthesize street networks that resemble existing ones. One approach is to greedily
grow street segments until the available space is filled (Parish and Mu¨ller, 2001;
Weber et al., 2009). An alternative version is to first sample points on the street
network that are connected in a subsequent algorithm step (Aliaga et al., 2008).
Chen et al. (2008) proposed to use a tensor fields to guide the placement of street
segments. One way to improve the synthesis algorithms, is to optimize the quality
of street networks to include local geometric and functional quality metrics, such as
the sunlight for the resulting buildings (Vanegas et al., 2012), the shape of individual
parcels (Yang et al., 2013), or the shape of individual roads interacting with the
environment (Mare´chal et al., 2010). There are some initial attempts to include
global traffic considerations into the layout process. A simple first step is to compute
a traffic demand model and use this model to modify street width or guide the street
network expansion (Weber et al., 2009; Vanegas et al., 2009). The connectivity of
the road network is also a fundamental requirement for generating high level roads
connecting cities and villages (Galin et al., 2011). A recent paper discusses how to
design traffic behavior in an urban environmet (Garcia-Dorado et al., 2014). This
paper touched on many aspects of traffic design that would make a great addition to
our proposed system. While most of the proposed components are complementary
to my thesis, one important component of this system is an algorithm to modify an
existing street network by making low-level random modifications. In our results, we
will show that such an approach is not successful when designing new street networks
from scratch.
Traffic simulation In transportation planning it is common to use the concepts of
supply and demand (Meyer and Miller, 2000), where supply is defined by the existing
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road network and regulations and demand is concerned with the movement of people
or goods from one location to another. Popular demand models are stochastic mod-
els that aggregate individual generated trips (Ortzar and Willumsen, 2011). These
models are useful in urban simulation, e.g. UrbanSim (Waddell et al., 2003; Waddell
and Ulfarsson, 2004), and we will also apply a simple traffic demand model to de-
sign road networks. These traffic demand models can be seen as very simple forms
of traffic simulation. More advanced traffic simulation systems, e.g., Sewall et al.
(2011); Wilkie et al. (2013), consider additional details, e.g., the interaction between
individual cars at small time steps. In general, traffic simulation is a great tool to
evaluate a few selected street network, but it is too costly to be used at each step in
an optimization procedure.
Quadrangulation A quad mesh is used in our street layout method as the under-
lying geometry. For a broader view of mesh quadrangulation, we refer the reader to
a recent book (Botsch et al., 2010) and a survey (Bommes et al., 2012) . One way to
generate the quad mesh is using a field, e.g., Alliez et al. (2003); Marinov and Kobbelt
(2004); Dong et al. (2005). Another way is global parameterization (Bommes et al.,
2009; Zhang et al., 2010). However, they are often more expensive to solve. We
choose the method of Peng et al. (2014) for quad meshing for its ability to produce
semi-regular quad meshes of 2D patches with arbitrary boundary constraints in an
efficient and reliable manner.
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Chapter 3
PROCEDURAL FACADE VARIATIONS FROM A SINGLE LAYOUT
3.1 Introduction
Procedural modeling is a useful tool to create large amounts of detailed content.
The design process often starts with an image or a drawing of one (or multiple) ex-
ample(s), and then a grammar is written in textual form to reconstruct one specific
input. Afterwards, the grammar is generalized by adding random variations (Wat-
son et al., 2008). This is one of the successful strategies to model plants using
L-systems (Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990) or buildings using shape gram-
mars (Mu¨ller et al., 2006). The visual quality of the output and the flexibility of
this approach are definite advantages, but the modeling time is often high. This is
especially true if different parts of an output model need to communicate and coor-
dinate design choices, as seemingly tiny additions to a design or the specification of
constraints may necessitate a significant modification of existing rules and writing of
new ones.
An alternative strategy is to infer a grammar directly from a single input object,
given in the form of images (Aliaga et al., 2007; Mu¨ller et al., 2007) or geometry (Sˇt’ava
et al., 2010; Bokeloh et al., 2010). All these previous approaches have in common that
they spend most of their effort on image and geometry analysis to understand the
structure of the input, with symmetry detection being a major technical ingredient.
The main obstacle that we observed is that the structure present in facade layouts is
surprisingly complex, and judging what aspects of a layout are important and should
be preserved is often subjective. Therefore, it is not surprising that central aspects
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like alignment (cf. Figure 3.1) are not captured by grammars like the ones produced
in recent work (Sˇt’ava et al., 2010; Bokeloh et al., 2010). While these papers showed
promising results, we pursue a different approach to be able to handle challenging
layouts.
Our strategy is to combine a semi-automatic solution for structure analysis and
an automatic solution for the computation of design variations. First, a user can
generate a facade layout from a single image, using semi-automatic tools for hierar-
chical segmentation and labeling, and assign further attributes like depth to facade
elements. The second step consists of the user specifying important relationships in
the input layout that should be preserved. Third, design variations are automatically
computed by a combination of heuristic search and quadratic programming.
The main contributions of this modeling approach are the following:
• Complementing existing automatic algorithms, we propose a framework that
comprises layout modeling from a single input and constrained optimization to
compute new design variations. These outputs are of high quality, and while
this comes at the cost of additional modeling time, it is essential for most
applications in industry.
A A AB B
C C C C C
A A AA A
C C C D





Figure 3.1: Examples of Interesting Alignments Present in Facade Layouts
(a) An alternating sequence of elements ABABA is aligned with a sequence of a single element (C)
below. (b) Single elements can be aligned with other single elements (A and C), and multiple smaller
elements (A) can be aligned with one larger element (D). (c) Alignments exist between elements
of different sizes, and different types of alignment occur; e.g., the centers of the elements E are
alternatingly aligned to the left or right of elements G.
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• Compared to grammar-based modeling, we simplify the modeling process, and
we can specify facade layout variations that cannot easily be encoded with
existing shape grammars.
The proposed design philosophy of semi-automatic structure analysis and automatic
design computation may also lead to interesting work in other areas.
3.2 Overview
Our framework has three major components (cf. Figure 3.2):
Hierarchical segmentation We take an approximately orthorectified facade im-
age as input and adopt a semi-automatic approach (Musialski et al., 2012) to segment
it into a hierarchy of rectangular regions. At this stage, we also provide region labels
and approximate depth (Section 3.3).
Layout modeling The hierarchical segmentation is further processed by the user
to define important aspects of the layout. This step requires higher-level semantic
knowledge of the input and, therefore, is also done in a semi-automatic fashion. The
user has the ability to specify multiple types of hard and soft constraints that are con-
sidered essential to the layout: region-size, frequency, sequence, instance, alignment,
same-size, and symmetry constraints (Section 3.4).
Relayouting The relayouting algorithm can generate a variation of the input layout
for a given target facade size. Layout modeling typically results in a larger number
of constraints, and even finding a single layout that satisfies all hard constraints is
difficult. Hence, we propose an optimization algorithm that uses a combination of
heuristic search and quadratic programming (Section 3.6).
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(a) Input (b) Segmentation
(c) Example variations
Figure 3.2: The Framework for Generating Facade Variations
Our framework can generate many variations of a facade design that look similar to a given input
facade layout. Starting from an input facade image (a), we semi-automatically create a hierarchical
segmentation (b) and model the essential aspects of the layout by specifying important constraints in
a user interface. Our relayouting algorithm can then automatically generate many layout variations
(c). Due to the semi-automatic modeling step, our procedural variations are all of high visual and
structural quality.
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(a) Input (b) First level
(c) Second level (d) Full hierarchy
Figure 3.3: An Example of Hierarchical Segmentation
Beginning with a facade orthoimage as input, our semi-automatic approach performs a hierarchical
segmentation. Each resulting subregion is assigned a symbol. (For visual clarity, (c) only shows the
subregions of first-level regions B and J.)
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To evaluate the framework, we show selected facade variations in Section 3.7.
Moreover, we discuss extensions and provide comparisons to existing solutions (Sec-
tion 3.8).
3.3 Hierarchical Segmentation
To obtain a 2.5D geometric representation of the rectified input facade image
that makes it amenable for relayouting, we first perform a hierarchical segmentation,
adopting the recent, semi-automatic approach of Musialski et al. (2012). Starting with
an initial region (a rectangular, axis-aligned area on the facade) that covers the whole
input facade, one or more splitting lines of identical direction (horizontal or vertical)
that partition the region into self-contained subregions (like floors) are determined.
These resulting regions are then split recursively, typically alternating the direction
of the splitting lines, until no further splitting lines can be found, ultimately yielding
a tree-based hierarchy of regions that segments the input facade (see Figure 3.3 for an
example). A region at the finest level is called terminal and corresponds to a leaf node,
whereas a composite region consists of and is completely covered by non-overlapping
subregions that are either vertically or horizontally arranged.
Generally, splitting lines are chosen according to automatically detected domi-
nant edge features, but as these are not always yielding the decomposition desirable
for layout modeling, the user can interactively edit the segmentation. To this end,
operations like overriding the automatically inferred splitting direction, adding and
removing splitting lines, freely moving a splitting line, or snapping it to an existing
splitting line or a detected edge are offered.
For effective relayouting, it is necessary that regions that are supposed to be
identically sized in the input actually have the same size in the segmentation; the same
holds true for mutual alignments. As factors like noise and imperfect rectification may
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easily preclude this objective, the user can specify which regions must have the same
size and which regions should be aligned; our system then adapts the splitting lines
appropriately such that these constraints are met. The user may also indicate that
two regions are identical, thus enforcing not only a consistent size but also an identical
decomposition.
To enable referencing individual regions during the layout modeling, the subre-
gions within a composite region are sequentially assigned a symbol (which we denote
by a letter), where two subregions that have been marked identical share the same
symbol.
Furthermore, each region can be assigned one or more semantic labels by the
user, like Window or Door. During modeling, this allows to refer to sets of regions
with identical function by using the according label. In our interface, the user first
selects one or more regions, where advanced operations, like expanding the selection
to include all identical regions or all regions of similar color, are offered. He then can
choose from a collection of predefined labels or define a new one and assign it to the
selected regions. A region’s material and depth constitute two further attributes that
can be assigned and modified analogously to labels.
3.4 Layout Modeling
After the segmentation and labeling, the layout is interactively modeled by pro-
viding constraints that have to be respected during automatic relayouting. With
them, the user can specify permissible arrangements of adjacent subregions and en-
force that aspects of the input facade that he considers to be elementary, like certain
alignments, are preserved in a relayout. Equally important is that aspects deemed
nonessential are not specified during modeling, as the relayouting engine is then free
to ignore them, thus allowing for variations.
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3.4.1 Constraints
Region size For the size of each region (width or height, depending on the arrange-
ment direction in the encompassing region), an allowed minimum and maximum are
maintained, as well as a probability distribution that is sampled to determine the
initial size of a region when it is inserted into a new layout. By default, we select
a truncated Gaussian distribution centered at the region’s input size and choose the
bounds at a fixed fraction from the center. The user may change the initial-size dis-
tribution, e.g., by biasing it towards one of the bounds, and override the minimum
and maximum size, entering them either as an absolute value or as a percentage of
the input size. Note that by definition, all subregions of a region that share the same
symbol also share their size constraints.
Frequency Moreover, the number of times regions from a given set of regions R
will be inserted within an encompassing region can be constrained, either by giving
an absolute range or by specifying a frequency range relative to the encompassing
region’s input size. The set R can be specified by a list of symbols (for subregions
of the encompassing region) and semantic labels. Set-theoretic operations are also
supported, allowing for selections like all regions labeled as Window except those
additionally labeled as Door-sized.
Sequences Within a composite region (cf. Section 3.3), subregions may be arranged
in an arbitrary order, but not all arrangements yield a reasonable layout. To deter-
mine which arrangements are deemed permissible, the user specifies a set of sequences,
where a sequence identifies a list of regions that can appear together in the given or-
der as a group in the final arrangement. A sequence is specified by a list of sets of
regions and may also contain a leading or trailing special token corresponding to the
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Figure 3.4: An Example Relayout of a Composite Region
A relayout of a composite region is described by an arrangement of subregions, each denoted by a
symbol and associated with a set of labels; it is only valid if it can be composed by sequences defined
during modeling. Example instantiations of such sequences are shown on the bottom, together with
the concrete range of subregions covered by each of them.
beginning (`) or the end (a) of the region, respectively. By replacing each set with
one of its members, a concrete instantiation of a sequence is obtained.
During relayouting, the arrangement of subregions in a composite region is only
considered valid if it can be completely covered by the given sequences, with adjacent
sequence instantiations overlapping in at least one subregion (see Figure 3.4 for an
example). The specified sequence constraints basically define a string grammar, where
we found the sequence notation to be most intuitive for modeling and implementation.
Instances A certain region R, identified by a symbol, may appear multiple times
within the relayout of its parent region. By default, all of these instances of R are
relayouted identically, i.e., they are exact replica. However, the user can define that







(a) Alignment (b) Same size (c) Symmetry
Figure 3.5: Examples of Supported Facade Layout Constraints
Supported constraints include (a) inter-region alignment (at minimum, center, or maximum), (b)
enforcing the same size for two sequences, and (c) reflective symmetry.
absolutely or relative to the parent region’s input size, of how many different instance
relayouts are desired within the parent region’s relayout.
Alignment To capture mutual alignment of facade elements, the user can specify
that two regions R1 and R2 should be aligned at their minimum, center, or maximum
coordinates (cf. Figure 3.5 a) if they spatially overlap along the alignment direction
(horizontal or vertical). This is determined by the arrangement directions of the
respective parent regions, which have to be consistent. By providing a preceding
and/or a succeeding sequence for each Ri, the alignment constraint can be restricted
to apply only if Ri appears in this context. It is also possible to limit the constraint
to a certain encompassing region R˜, making it only apply if both Ri are contained
within R˜.
Same size The user can further require that two sequences have the same size (cf.
Figure 3.5 b). Again, the arrangement directions of the respective parent regions have
to be identical, and the application of the constraint may be restricted by defining a
context for each sequence or specifying a required encompassing region. The same-
size constraint may also be used to enforce that different instances of a region have
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(a) Sequence constraint (b) Alignment constraint
Figure 3.6: Example Screenshots from Our User Interface for Modeling Layout
Constraints
the same extent irrespective of their potentially varying relayout.
Symmetry Finally, it can be specified that a composite region is reflectively sym-
metric (cf. Figure 3.5 c), which restricts its subregions such that their symbols form
a palindrome. In addition, the user can mark two symbols as mutually symmetric
(e.g., E and K in Figure 3.7) to support more complex symmetries like ABCDCEA,
where B and E form a symmetry pair.
3.4.2 User Interface
We provide a user interface for layout modeling; it shows the input layout in the
main window, a sequence editor at the bottom, and various controls in the menu and
toolbar on top and in panels on the side (cf. Figure 3.6). Three important components
of the user interface are different ways to make selections (to build sets of regions),
to model sequences by example, and to specify constraints using shortcuts based on
simple automatic layout analysis; these are described next.
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Selecting regions Initially, an individual terminal region (e.g., a window with
symbol C) can be selected with the mouse. Using the mouse wheel or keyboard input,
the selection may be navigated up (and back down) the hierarchy of encompassing
regions. The selection can also be expanded or reduced by a certain region via modifier
keys and the mouse. Additionally, a dialog window can be opened to perform more
complex operations, like expanding the selection to other regions that share a label
(e.g., choosing the label Window expands the selection to all windows) or employing
set operations, such as intersection and union.
Modeling sequences To build a sequence, the user can select individual elements
in succession and generalize each of them using selection operations. The current
state of the sequence is represented in the sequence editor.
Modeling further constraints Using these components, region-size, same-size,
and frequency constraints are typically straightforward to specify using the controls
and dialog boxes. Alignment constraints are slightly more involved because they
require more complex selections.
Shortcuts Several constraint specification tasks are only mechanical, so that we
provide several shortcuts to constraint modeling. For instance, sequence patterns can
be reused for multiple composite regions if they have identical or similar structure,
sequence constraints can be reversed, and constraints can be selected from a list
of pre-defined patterns. One important instance of this latter shortcut is sequence
generators.
As most of the time is typically spent on modeling sequence constraints, we use
these sequence generators to quickly model the most common types of variations.
Some of the generators are more specialized, but the three most important ones are:
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1. Replication: The input sequence or a selected subsequence of it is added as a
valid sequence. This generator is automatically invoked in case no sequences
have been specified for a composite region.
2. Repetition: The user can select regions or subsequences of regions to denote
them as either optional or repeating. The generated sequences are typical for
retargeting where elements can be replicated or deleted, but the relative order
of elements cannot change. If the order is allowed to change, a more general
relayouting becomes possible, and we refer to it as shuffling.
3. Two-shuffle: A subsequence of regions is selected by the user, and then the
shuffle generator enumerates all (unique) existing subsequences of length two
and their reversed versions. This is particularly useful in case of a sequence of
elements separated by identical spacing elements (either with the same symbol
or the same label and using this label in the generator input).
The sequence generators just add valid sequences, so that their output can be further
edited by the user or combined with the output of another sequence generator.
In our experience, the user interface is sufficient to quickly model common varia-
tions and general enough to model all possible constraints in our framework.
3.5 Modeling Example
To illustrate the modeling functionality of the framework with a concrete facade,
we consider the example in Figure 3.7. The hierarchical segmentation follows two
design rules: First, we try to capture the natural decomposition of the layout. Second,
we do not group facade elements such as windows and doors together with surrounding
walls, but try to put splitting lines to separate these elements from wall regions as
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(a) Input (b) Hierarchical segmentation
(c) Second hierarchy level (d) Third hierarchy level
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Figure 3.7: An Exemplary Facade with its Hierarchical Segmentation
Symbols are only shown for the first two levels and some third-level regions; I is decomposed analo-
gously to G, and K is essentially a mirrored version of E. For notational conciseness (avoiding scope
expressions), we use a single symbol namespace for all subregions in this example (e.g., we use C
instead of A.A and L instead of A.B.A).
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early as possible. We found it is easier to control the spacing between facade elements
this way.
As a next step, the sequence constraints are specified, often with the help of
sequence generators. The facade is first split into a top subregion A and a bottom
subregion B. By not explicitly specifying any sequence constraints for this composite
region, the replication generator is automatically invoked to generate `ABa as the
only permissible sequence.
The top region A itself consists of a pattern CDC, and by selecting C as optional,
the repetition generator creates the sequences `CD, `D, DCa, Da. The middle part
D has two ornaments M shown in green. In our example design, we want to allow
for an arbitrary number of repetitions (including zero) of these ornaments, where the
separating wall can either be a long (L) or a short segment (N). To this end, we
first group L and N into a region set by assigning a common label Space to them.
After that, we use the repetition generator to automatically produce the following
sequences: `Space, Space M, M Space, Spacea.
For modeling the bottom region B, many design choices are possible. To enable
shuffling (and repetition) of the window and door columns (G, I, J), separated by a
wall column (H), we first select the subsequence of non-boundary columns GH · · ·HG
and invoke the two-shuffle generator, yielding the sequence constraints GH, HG, HI,
IH, HJ, JH. Subsequently, we turn to the start and select `EFG, generalize G to the
set of all window and door columns {G, I, J} (alternatively, we could have assigned
a label to them and select this) and generate the corresponding replicating sequence
`EF{G, I, J}. The end is treated analogously, resulting in the constraint {G, I, J}FKa.
The ornaments on the side (in E and K) can be modeled by allowing one or
more repetitions of the sequence PQR to occur, with two instances being separated
by S, and embracing them with O on the top and T on the bottom. Using an
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advanced repetition generator, we directly obtain the according sequence constraints
`OP, PQRSP, PQRTa. Similarly, a repetition generator can also be employed to
model sequences for the window columns G and I, allowing one or more repetitions
of the windows, as well as for the door column J.
The third-level composite regions (R, Z) are not modeled explicitly, causing them
to be processed automatically by the replication generator. Therefore, a wall is kept
next to the shorter ornaments (R) and each window in the door column is padded on
both sides with a wall region (Z).
We then attend to modeling same-size constraints, which in practice is often in-
terleaved with modeling the sequence constraints. First, we enforce that the windows
in column I and the wider windows in column G have the same height. Subsequently,
we declare that a window in the door column J and a window in column I should
have the same size. This is automatically translated to two same-size constraints, one
for the height and one for the width. After that, we ensure that floors have the same
height. This is more difficult to model because floors consist of multiple elements,
forcing the constraints to fix the size of sequences rather than the size of single re-
gions. Concretely, the sequence PQRS in the side ornaments and the sequences VW
in the window columns are constrained to have the same height. Furthermore, we
enforce that the ornaments on the left side and the right side of the building are
symmetrical by applying same-size constraints both to columns E and K and to the
respective smaller ornaments within them.
To complete the design, we add a frequency constraint to limit the number of
door columns J to one and model two alignment constraints. The first one ensures
that the vertical centers of the larger and the smaller ornaments on the side (P, R)
are aligned with the top and the bottom, respectively, of the windows in a window
column (V). The second alignment constraint enforces that the ornaments on top of
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the facade (M) align with the left, right, or center of a window. This constraint was
partially chosen to demonstrate the flexibility of the design system. To allow for more
variations, we additionally specify that multiple instances of the ornament M and the
spaces L and N around it can be relayouted independently. The alignment of the
top ornaments is a great example where the generalization of a single layout requires
an active design decision that cannot be done by an automated system, since many
equally valid layout rules could be derived in this situation.
Designing this example requires a few dozen clicks and can be done in as few as
two to three minutes if the user has a clear goal of what he wants to model. When
starting from scratch, however, a more realistic time would be between ten and thirty
minutes. This time is mainly spent on experimenting with design choices and thinking
about design strategies rather than the actual user interface. This part of the design
process should not be eliminated. Two different variations produced with the outlined
constraints are shown in Figure 3.8.
3.6 Relayouting
Based on the layout model with its set of constraints, the relayouting algorithm
can generate a variation of the input layout for a given target region (given by width
and height). This layouting problem is challenging for several reasons. First, a valid
layout is a partition of space, requiring the layout’s terminal regions to cover the com-
plete facade without overlap. Second, there are a larger number of hard constraints
to observe. Third, relayouting necessitates considering continuous variables (region
sizes) as well as discrete design choices (e.g., frequency constraints).
While there are several interesting stochastic algorithms that have been applied to
architectural layout problems recently, such as simulated annealing (Yu et al., 2011),
random jump MCMC (Talton et al., 2011), and Metropolis-Hastings (Merrell et al.,
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Figure 3.8: Two Example Variations for the Facade from Figure 3.7
2010), there is no simple adaption to our solution possible. The constraints are simply
too restrictive, and stochastically navigating the solution space will not result in a
valid solution. For example, Michalek et al. (2002) report that even for moderate
floorplan layouting problems comprising about ten independent rooms, simulated
annealing may often find no solution, and we have significantly more regions and
constraints.
Therefore, we propose a novel algorithm that combines several building blocks.
With the constraints being so restrictive, the overall strategy is a heuristic search that
draws from planning algorithms targeting constraint satisfaction problems (LaValle,
2006). The goal of this heuristic search is to suggest discrete design choices. These
are then handed over to a quadratic programming algorithm that can determine the
optimal layout—or fail, indicating that it is impossible to fulfill the constraints.
3.6.1 Overview
The proposed relayouting algorithm generates a new hierarchical subdivision.
Starting with the target region as current region, the algorithm calls a relayouting
function layout—the essential building block of the optimization—to obtain a parti-
tion of the current region into subregions. Each of these subregions is associated with
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Table 3.1: Statistics for the Example Facade Layouts
Facade Terminal regions Frequency Sequence Alignment Same-size
(in input) constraints constraints constraints constraints
Figure 3.2 568 1 56 64 8
Figure 3.3 574 5 70 12 3
Figure 3.9 1323 5 141 87 2
Figure 3.10 93 4 102 19 2
Figure 3.11 12016 0 275 70 11
Figure 3.12 953 0 40 29 0
Figure 3.13 584 0 33 23 5
Figure 3.14 560 2 297 100 0
Figure 3.18 1071 0 133 40 7
The complexity of the input facade’s hierarchical segmentation is quantified by the number of re-
sulting terminal regions, i.e., the number of leaf nodes in the hierarchy. For the number of layout
constraints modeled, note that the number of user interactions is typically lower, as a single input
may result in multiple constraints.
a symbol, relating it to a region in the input segmentation, and an instance identi-
fier. The symbol of the current region determines both the direction along which the
subregions are arranged and the constraints for the layout function. The algorithm
proceeds in a top-down, depth-first manner to recursively split the current region and
then subsequently calls the layout function for all subregions that are not terminal
in randomized order. This strategy effectively transforms a complex 2D layouting
problem into a sequence of 1D layouting problems. In the following, we first describe
the function layout to establish the basic algorithm. Subsequently, we address special
cases and improvements to better steer the exploration of possible layouts.
3.6.2 Layouting a Composite Region
The function layout iteratively builds an arrangement of subregions, interleaving
a discrete search step to add new subregions with a continuous optimization step to
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Figure 3.9: Example Facade with its Hierarchical Segmentation and Three Layout
Variations
Example facade (taken from Mu¨ller et al. (2007); top left) with its hierarchical segmentation (bottom
left) and three layout variations (right). The modeled constraints enforce the alignment of windows
and doors in the columns and floors of this design, even though the ornamental row can be optionally
repeated between floors. The relayouting algorithm also finds creative new layouts for the panels of
the door-sized windows in the first floor in all three examples. The shuffling of elements enables the
door column to appear multiple times and to occur in different positions. The sign on the first floor
and the other ornaments can break the translational symmetry of the columns.
compute the optimal size of these regions. The subregions are added from left to right
or top to bottom, respectively. The arrangement corresponds to a list A of symbols
(each with an instance identifier) Ai, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, where A0 is always the special token
`, denoting the beginning of the region. Only once list element An = a, indicating
the end of the region, has been inserted, the arrangement sequence is complete.
To append a new symbol to A, we first generate a set S of valid successor sym-
bols by identifying all sequences defined for the current region that feature a prefix
overlapping a postfix of A. Subsequently, several checks are performed to remove
elements of S that cannot result in valid layouts. Most notably, we eliminate symbols
that violate frequency constraints or whose minimum size is too large to allow them
to be placed in the current arrangement.
Assuming that the current incomplete list A consists of k elements (A0, . . . , Ak−1),
we stochastically select an element Ak from S and sample its initial size x˜k according
to the corresponding distribution. We then find all newly active constraints to build
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a quadratic programming problem, which optimizes the size xi of all elements Ai to









The constraints for this problem are setup as follows:
• Region-size constraints yield constraints of the form xi ≤ xi ≤ xi, where xi and
xi are the minimum and maximum of the allowed region size for symbol Ai. If
Ai ∈ {`,a}, we have xi = xi = x˜i = 0.
• Alignment constraints for element Ak are translated to
∑k−1
i=0 xi + λxk = y,
where λ is chosen according to the type of alignment (minimum: 0, center: 0.5,
maximum: 1) and y corresponds to the position to align with.
• Same-size constraints where the two affected sequences are both within the




j∈I2 xj, with the index sets
I1 and I2 identifying the sequences. If the other sequence is not in the current
region and hence has already been placed, the constraint simplifies to
∑
i∈I1 xi =
c, where c is a constant.
• An additional total-size constraint enforces that the elements inA do not exceed
the current region’s size xtotal . It is of the form
∑k
i=0 xi ≤ xtotal if Ak 6= a, and∑k
i=0 xi = xtotal in case Ak = a.
This quadratic program can be solved using the Goldfarb-Idnani active set dual
method (Goldfarb and Idnani, 1983), for which a public implementation is avail-
able (Gaspero, 2009).
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Figure 3.10: Facade Variations with Different Target Facade Sizes
Several facade variations are shown for the input image in the top row (taken from Lefebvre et al.
(2010)), spanning a range of different target facade sizes. Our algorithm can generate variations




While the described layout function is complete, it should be extended as follows.
Two of the extensions are necessary to handle all user input, and three extensions
aim at optimizing the computation speed.
One open problem is the handling of different instances of the same symbol. For
example, consider a floor denoted by symbol A. As the layout function stacks different
floors, the symbol A can be selected multiple times so that there is a design choice
to either force all occurrences of A to be identical or to allow some of them to be
different. We therefore require an additional pass over the set S of potential successor
symbols to encode what instances of A are allowed. For instance, if the floor A can
have multiple instances, we add a second possible instance A′ to S.
A second question is how to enforce reflective symmetry in the list A. Our solution
requires minor changes at multiple locations in the layout function. First, while
building a list A from one side of the region, we also construct a reverse list A from
the other side. Additional checks are then performed on the set of potential successors
S to make sure that sequence constraints imposed by A are not violated and that
frequency constraints are still satisfied when considering A and A simultaneously.
Further modifications are also required to finish a layout, as we are now confronted
with two options. The last symbol An in A can either end at the midpoint 12xtotal or
the center of An can be aligned with the midpoint.
If no valid layout can be found for the current region, backtracking is performed.
However, backtracking can get stuck figuring out different local configurations, while
not being aware of a fundamental error made early on in the layout process, when
relayouting an encompassing region. Therefore, we restart the complete layout process
and start with a new root region if a maximal number of backtracking steps has
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been reached (1000 in all examples). Two other improvements are to generalize
backtracking to backjumping and to randomly accept or reject new elements Ai based
on the error of the quadratic program.
3.7 Results
In this section, we provide a quantitative and visual evaluation of the framework.
Our prototype was implemented in C# and C++, and we used nine facade images
to evaluate various aspects of performance. All these examples were segmented in-
teractively.
Layout statistics A statistical overview of the example facades is given in Ta-
ble 3.1. For each facade, we list the complexity of the input segmentation and the
number of constraints. Note that our layout examples use a significantly larger num-
ber of shapes and constraints than recent systems for floorplan (Merrell et al., 2010)
and furniture layout (Merrell et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2011).
Variety The facades were selected to show a variety of results. All outputs are
three-dimensional, but we visualize several results in 2D to make the structure better
visible. For the facade in Figure 3.9, the results feature several interacting structures
in different form. The windows in the first floor and the upper floors have different
glass panel layouts, while they themselves are within a structure of ornamental linear
protrusions. The alignment and spacing between windows and doors is preserved,
even if ornamental ledges stemming from the top of the facade are mixed into the
layout. The result in Figure 3.10 shows different width and height variations for a
small input facade. There are fewer elements in the input, but we can still generate
many interesting variations. Our largest example is a skyscraper (see Figure 3.11),
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Figure 3.11: Skyscraper Example
For the input model on the left, we show two variations of smaller height and larger width. The
symmetric design consists of three nested grids and an ornamental structure on top as well as on
the thick gray beams.
Figure 3.12: Hotel Example
A facade of a hotel (left) and one generated representative variation (right). Despite its regular
appearance, there are several interacting structures that make this layout interesting.
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where our algorithm can modify three nested grid levels in different ways while pre-
serving symmetry constraints. One 3D model of the skyscraper comprises over 100K
triangles. We selected the example in Figure 3.12 for its subtle variation of a seem-
ingly regular layout. There are several variations of ornamental elements between
windows that all need to be aligned correctly. The facade in Figure 3.2 consists of a
door column on the right and a grid of windows on the left, which itself comprises a
top and a bottom part. In the variations, we allow the door column to move to the
interior of the window grid (Figure 3.2 c, left) and the bottom part of the window
grid to be skipped (right), while maintaining the correct alignment of windows and
ornaments. A simpler example is demonstrated in Figure 3.13.
Layout modeling The user can select how many constraints to specify and how
restrictively to model them. While there is no direct correlation between the num-
ber of constraints and the number of allowed variations, this is often the case. For
example, more alignment constraints typically result in fewer variations and more
regular layouts. More importantly, the allowed variations depend on how the con-
straints are modeled, for example, how long and general the sequence constraints are.
In Figure 3.14, we illustrate the effects of three types of layout modeling. The first
example (b: loose) with a random distribution of windows that are often unaligned
is contrasted with the third example (d: strict) that only allows for fewer, controlled
variations (larger areas are similar to the input and there are more translational
symmetries). The second example (c: medium) is an intermediate form.
Modeling times Most facade layouts in this chapter can be modeled in about 30
to 60 minutes, including segmentation. Modeling a facade layout with constraints is
an iterative process and requires some trial and error. Overall, most of the time is
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Figure 3.13: An Example of an Interleaved Pattern
Two variations (right) of the input facade on the left. The segmentation and layout modeling of
such a simpler facade can be performed within a few minutes.
(a) Input (b) Loose (c) Medium (d) Strict
Figure 3.14: An Input Facade with Three Different Layout Models
For the shown input facade (a), we modeled three different layouts; one selected relayouting example
is displayed for each (b–d). The first layout (b) has only a few constraints and the alignment between
windows is not enforced. For the second layout (c), a modest number of constraints were modeled so
that some alignment and some randomness are present. The third layout (d) has more constraints
and allows only for some larger-scale variations. As a result, there are multiple replicated floors,
which are additionally similar to the input.
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Table 3.2: Average Time Required to Generate a New Variation
Facade in Figure 3.2 3.3 3.9 3.10 3.11 3.12 3.13 3.14 3.18
Time [ms] 173 70 103 27 3715 16 154 105 262
spent analyzing the input layout and experimenting with different design ideas.
Relayouting performance Our implementation is reasonably fast and can gener-
ate one layout in typically tens to hundreds of milliseconds. Average timings for all
example facades are given in Table 3.2, using an Intel Core i7 2.67 GHz.
3.8 Discussion
While we focused exclusively on single facades so far, the applicability of the ap-
proach is not limited to this problem domain. In the following, we discuss extensions
to mass models and according 3D input as well as layout problems beyond facades.
Furthermore, we provide a comparison to related existing solutions.
3.8.1 Extensions
Facades on mass models Our framework naturally extends to generating facade
variations on mass models, like the procedurally generated ones depicted in Fig-
ure 3.15. During modeling, an attribute of the modeled constraints designates whether
a constraint is only valid within one face (facade) of the building or if it applies across
faces. That way, a single entrance door for the whole building can be enforced, and,
as demonstrated by the shown results, floor heights and element sizes can be made
coherent across all facades. Because faces are basically just composite regions, such
constraints across different faces can be treated analogously to constraints between
composite regions on the same facade during relayouting.
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Figure 3.15: Multiple Faces of a Mass Model
Three examples illustrate how constraints can be extended to handle multiple faces of a mass model.
In the top-left example, using the input facade from Figure 3.3, we show that all windows are
aligned, even though several different window types can be generated throughout the building by
relayouting the window frames. The floor heights are the same across the model to make this
variation architecturally plausible. The design on the bottom left (input facade from Figure 3.12)
demonstrates that our facade layouts can be mapped to curved footprints, as we do not rely on
axis-aligned facades. The model on the right shows a skyscraper (input facade from Figure 3.11)
consisting of three box-shaped masses. The size of the elements is coordinated on all facades of the
same mass, and minor variations are allowed between the different masses.
3D model input It is also possible to take a 3D model as input for the facade
generation. One option is to extend the layout domain from the 2D facade surface
to the whole 3D building volume. This, however, can severely limit the modeling
and variation capabilities. For instance, it would restrict us to footprints with two
(typically orthogonal) facade orientations, precluding a relayout to more interesting
shapes, such as a wedge (like the Flatiron Building in New York City). Therefore,
we opted for the alternative of considering only the facade shells of a building, i.e.,
the outer geometric layer that contains the facade. These shells are hierarchically
decomposed, basically yielding a 2D segmentation, to which our layout modeling
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Figure 3.16: Two Examples using 3D Models as Input
Our framework can also take 3D models as input (shown on the left). In both examples, we demon-
strate the possibility of shuffling columns in the design. In the top example, the input design has
two regions with protruding balconies (that are red and blue). The first variation only uses red
balconies, and the second variation uses four balcony regions alternating in color. The thin orange
windows on the yellow facade can be relayouted to create new interesting design variations. The
bottom example shows results for different complex footprints.
framework can be applied directly. After a relayout has been computed, the terminal
regions are instantiated with the corresponding 3D content from the facade shell. In
Figure 3.16, we show results obtained with this approach for two building models
that we adopted from Google Warehouse.
Applications beyond facades The current approach can be adapted to further
layout problems with regular or semiregular structure, like tiling patterns, carpet
patterns, Charbaghs, labyrinths, and furniture layouts. As an example, we applied it
to the garden layout in front of the Taj Mahal to produce some variations, as depicted
in Figure 3.17.
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(a) Input (b) Variation 1 (c) Variation 2
Figure 3.17: The Garden Layout Variations
The Taj Mahal Mughal garden layout (a) is used to generate two variations (b, c). Our design
forbids the replication of the Taj Mahal on the top as it is a unique design, but the number and style
of garden elements, entries (bottom), water canals, and the separating elements between the gardens
can be varied. We used this example to create a link to the pioneers of shape grammars (Stiny and
Mitchell, 1980), who encoded this garden design using thirty-nine rules.
3.8.2 Comparison to Related Solutions
CGA shape A formal comparison to CGA shape (Mu¨ller et al., 2006) is difficult,
because even within CGA shape many different modeling philosophies can be applied
to encode facade layouts. We just illustrate two fundamental challenges in Figure 3.18
that are more difficult to cope with in CGA shape. First, it is easily possible to align
facade elements in different floors if they appear in a predictable (e.g., fixed) order
and all floors have the same pattern, like all floors creating a layout A{B}∗A, where
the number of B’s can change according to the width of the facade. The symbols
may also have a different geometric interpretation in different floors. However, it
is not easy to randomly select elements from a set if alignment constraints are in
play and to place them in a random order. One strategy would be to compute
the start and end positions of the randomly selected elements and pass them to
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(a) Input (b) CGA shape
(Mu¨ller et al., 2006)
(c) Our approach
Figure 3.18: Comparison with a CGA-Shape Result
For the input facade on the left (a), we compare a selected CGA-shape variation (b) to one of our
variations (c). In the used CGA-shape grammar, each floor is built with a recursive split rule that
randomly adds one new element (window, double window, or wall). However, these random decisions
cannot be easily coordinated across floors, and hence, the inter-floor alignment of elements is missing
in the CGA-shape result. Additionally, when greedily populating each floor with randomly selected
elements of varying size, problems arise in terminating cleanly, often necessitating a final, squeezed
wall element.
all child shapes in the form of parameters. For complex alignments this leads to a
large number of parameters and if statements in the grammar. Second, the random
selection creates problems with terminating at a region boundary. Once all elements
have been selected, their sizes would have to be consistently adjusted to fill the whole
region. Otherwise, there is usually some leftover space that cannot be used well and
that hence will be filled with a wall.
Texture synthesis Lefebvre et al. (2010) proposed an automatic texture synthe-
sis algorithm that is well suited for facade images. We obtained about 100 facade
synthesis results for our facade data set from the authors. The advantage of their
approach is that it is automatic and can be applied to other types of architectural
textures. However, the careful modeling in our approach generally leads to better
layouts. Similar to CGA shape, it is difficult for the texture synthesis algorithm to
change the order of elements in a sequence and many facade variations can never be
generated. For example, the column with the entrance in Figure 3.9 that contains the
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Figure 3.19: Illustration of Limitations of Texture Synthesis
Several layout constraints are not considered in a texture synthesis approach Lefebvre et al. (2010).
Red: Windows of the same original size can have different sizes and may be no longer aligned. Purple:
The symmetry within architectural elements, such as windows and doors, can be broken. Blue: Too
many repetitions of the same element, a ventilation vent, can occur in sequence. Additionally, the
vents are no longer aligned. Green: Large gaps can occur between floors.
door never changes its place. Also, while many generated layouts are reasonable, the
algorithm is prone to generate artifacts (see Figure 3.19 for some examples), such as
misalignment, the generation of elements that are too small (e.g., windows with all
glass panels eliminated), an unnatural spacing of windows, broken symmetry within
elements, and repetition of elements that should not be repeated.
3D architecture retargeting Recently, Lin et al. (2011) independently proposed
a solution for retargeting architectural models, which is a simpler, restrictive form
of relayouting. They focus on complete 3D building models and apply replication
and scaling to elements of it to adapt the model to a new extent. Similar to our
approach, they rely on a manual hierarchical segmentation of the input model into
boxes. While we operate in 2D, their decomposition is in 3D, and this has several
consequences. On the one hand, this enables Lin et al. to better capture interactions
between building facades, as for instance an L-shaped terrace spanning two facades
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that is cut out of the main mass of the building or a volumetric structure on the
corners. On the other hand, this limits them to segment a building into axis-aligned
boxes, favoring buildings that can be rotated such that all facades are aligned to an
axis. In the presence of curved footprints (cf. Figure 3.15, bottom left) or facades
with arbitrary orientation angles (cf. Figure 3.16, bottom), complete facades thus
have to be enclosed by a single box and can then only be scaled, but not retargeted.
For retargeting, the modeling effort in both systems is comparable. However, the
examples shown by Lin et al. segment buildings into larger boxes that include a
whole architectural element like a window or door and its surrounding ornaments,
whereas we typically subdivide a layout further into smaller elements roughly the size
of window frames or window sills.
Apart from specifying scaling and repetition of elements, we further allow the
user to declare undesirable variations by means of constraints (e.g., the alignment
of ornaments and windows or windows and windows) and to generate variations via
shuffling of elements rather than solely by changing the number of repetitions, thus
enabling layouts beyond simple retargeting. For instance, from an input sequence
ABB, this makes us easily generate BA, BBA, or BABBAA. If a user of our system
chooses to make use of these extended capabilities, the modeling times will of course
increase.
In some sense, the philosophy between the two approaches is very different. Lin
et al. aim at a simple user interface for casual users, where only a limited degree of
specification is both needed and possible and where most design choices are left to the
automatic system. As a consequence, only simple retargeting is supported but not
complex relayouting, which requires additional specification. By contrast, we also
target applications in industry where professionals typically want to exercise more
control over the output, and we thus support relayouting options beyond retargeting
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and offer additional and more detailed specification possibilities.
3.8.3 Limitations
There are several limitations in our system. First, we did not model detailed fa-
cade elements themselves, but only their placement (for the 3D models in Figure 3.16,
we directly take the input geometry). For example, it would be nice to have a model
of the sign (letters) in Figure 3.9. This is only a limitation in our implementation and
not a limitation of the framework. Second, we cannot model layouts on freeform ar-
chitecture, as we are limited to a rectangular domain. Third, we only support layouts
for which a hierarchical, rectangular decomposition exists. One consequence of this
is that non-rectangular elements (e.g., circular ornaments) must be approximated by
their enclosing rectangles. Furthermore, elements can only be arranged vertically or
horizontally but not along arbitrary curves. Forth, the rule modeling process requires
some care. It is possible to model constraints that do not have a single feasible layout,
not even the original facade. Due to the complexity of the optimization problem, it
is in general not possible to determine if a solution exists. While the heuristic search
step would ultimately explore the whole solution space if the algorithm were run long
enough and thus would find a valid solution if it exists, we abort the process after
no solution has been found for some time, as in a typical application of the system,
variations should exist and be found quickly. After all, our system aims at enabling
a user to generate multiple variations of a layout, and we thus assume that the user
will not be interested in generating excessively constrained solutions.
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Chapter 4
GENERATING AND EXPLORING GOOD BUILDING LAYOUTS
4.1 Introduction
Many layout generation problems can be formulated as global optimization or
probabilistic sampling problems (e.g., furniture, rooms, buildings, cities, etc.). These
approaches result in one or multiple (discrete) solution candidates for a user to choose.
One significant challenge is to create a mathematical model to define what constitutes
a good layout, e.g., using constraints, energy terms, or probability distributions. Such
models typically have one or more of the following shortcomings: (i) too simplified
for mathematical convenience; (ii) the parameters are crudely estimated due to high
dimensions of the (embedded) solution space; and importantly, (iii) aesthetic or visual
design factors, which are often very difficult to model, are ignored. Hence, it is
desirable to allow the user to refine the solutions based on visual quality assessment.
Further, in our discussions with architects and designers, we have learned that they
often lament the absence of suitable (computational) guidance to facilitate design
1 of 10 initial good layouts portal graph
Figure 4.1: Generating and Exploring Good Building Layouts
Starting from a set of hard constraints (e.g., regulatory guidelines) and soft constraints (e.g., quality
measures), we formulate a constrained optimization to characterize good building layouts. Then,
starting from a discrete set of samples of good layouts, we analytically construct local shape spaces
around each discrete layout, and link the local shape spaces via a portal graph. Exploration using
the portal graph then reveals a family of layout solutions. Importantly, the user is explosed to only

















Figure 4.2: The Pipeline of Generating and Exploring Good Building Layouts
Starting from an input set of hard and soft constraints, our framework first generates good initial
layouts, then characterizes the local shape space around each such initial layout, and connects the
local spaces using a portal graph. The portal graph along with the local shape spaces can then be
interactively explored for local and global layout exploration. Note that the user sees only good
(i.e., valid and desirable) layouts.
variations. Technically, the lack of appropriate characterization of the underlying
space of good solutions makes it difficult to refine the solutions without degrading the
original layout qualities.
In this chapter, we characterize the space of good local changes around any sam-
pled configuration and further link multiple local characterizations corresponding to
different sampled configurations to provide a global overview of the sampled solution
space (see Figure 4.1). We study this problem in the context of individual build-
ings and parcel blocks of buildings. We first characterize the problem as an instance
of constrained optimization by understanding what makes a building layout good,
i.e., valid and desirable. Layouts are valid if they conform to regulations arising in
the context of urban planning in the form of hard constraints, e.g., buildings should
lie entirely inside the indicated parcel boundaries. Further, layouts are desirable if
they improve quality measures specified as soft constraints, e.g., large courtyards are
preferred.
Starting from an initial set of layouts (sampled or digitized from existing maps)
along with associated constraints, we use constrained optimization to generate a (dis-
crete) set of good layouts. Such layouts, however, have different parameterizations
and hence cannot be directly combined (e.g., interpolated). We address this challenge
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in two stages. First, starting from any such good layout, we explicitly characterize
the space of local layout variations. Specifically, we derive a low-dimensional space
of variations, wherein layouts are guaranteed to remain good (i.e., valid and desir-
able). Second, based on an appropriate distance measure between pairs of layouts,
we extract portals or good transition pathways linking the different local spaces thus
providing a global overview of the extracted solution space. We then expose these
variations, both local and global, via a simple and intuitive exploration interface. We
evaluate our framework under different combinations of hard and soft constraints to
generate good variations.
Contributions In summary, our contributions include:
• formulating good (i.e., valid and desirable) building layout generation as an
instance of constrained optimization;
• characterizing the space of local variations around any given layout that retains
goodness of the original layout; and
• linking such local spaces of variations by building global connection pathways to
facilitate intuitive exploration of the extracted space of good building layouts.
4.2 System Overview
At the beginning, the user has two options: (i) provide a parcel boundary, select
from a set of available hard and soft constraints, and generate initial layouts in a
sampling stage; or, (ii) provide a set of digitized or modeled building layouts, se-
lect soft constraints, and extract (or select) relevant hard constraints consistent with
the input layouts. Subsequently, local shape spaces of good layouts are generated,











Figure 4.3: User Interface for Exploring Good Building Layouts
Our system consists of four panels: a portal graph, a 2D navigation polygon, portal transitions, and
a main window to show the current layout. Only good layouts are presented in the interface.
The layout space is now ready for exploration. The viewer has four windows (see
Figure 4.3): (a) a portal graph showing the current shape space (around Γi) and
active connection pathways leading to other shape spaces; (b) a 2D navigation poly-
gon showing the current shape space where neighboring points have visually similar
layouts; (c) a set of portal transitions providing glimpses of neighboring portals, and
(d) a main window showing the current layout. Only good layouts are made available
to the user. The user can explore by selecting nodes in the portal graph, directly
moving on the navigation polygon, or by interactively adjusting edges in the main
window. (We note that nodes may be disconnected based on the current portal jump
threshold). Based on the selected building style (e.g., residential, warehouse, etc.)
window and door elements are procedurally added to the current layout.
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4.3 Problem Formulation
We evaluate goodness of building layouts based on input sets of hard and soft
constraints arising out of building regulations, construction efficiency, economic fac-
tors, or livability considerations. A layout is said to be valid if it satisfies all the
hard constraints, and desirable if it has a low (acceptable) cumulative soft constraint
energy. Layouts that are both valid and desirable are called good. In this section, we
formulate the layout generation problem as an instance of constrained optimization.
Later, aesthetic qualities are judged by the user only in the interactive exploration
phase.
Representation We represent each building layout as a union of a set of (overlap-
ping) boxes, ∪iRi (see Figure 4.4). We parameterize each box, Ri, using its size at-
tributes (i.e., length li, width wi, height hi) and position attributes (i.e., center (xi, yi),
rotation θi) and encode the attributes as a vector of six variables [li, wi, hi, xi, yi, θi].
Thus, a building comprised of n boxes is represented as a single vector, Γ ∈ Rd (e.g.,
d = 6n). We denote such parameterized buildings as Γ.
Hard Constraints Buildings have to conform to certain hard constraints, ex-
pressed as equality/inequality relations. Such constraints either arise from build-
ing guidelines (e.g., a building should lie completely inside its designated parcel or
building plot, layout boundaries should maintain a minimum clearance from parcel
boundaries, etc.), or from livability considerations (e.g., buildings should have a min-
imum thickness to facilitate access, or their boundary lines should have a minimum
length to prevent unreachable corners, etc.). We abstract such conditions as hard
constraints over the parameterized buildings as χ(Γ) = 0, indicating a valid layout








Figure 4.4: The Notation for Building Layouts
We generate building layouts subject to hard constraints and soft constraints. Layouts are encoded
as unions of boxes, where each box is parameterized by its position attributes, i.e., the center (x, y)
and rotation θ; and its size attributes (l, w, h).
equality/inequality constraint), say {χ0, χ1, . . . }.
Soft Constraints Certain building layouts are preferred over others based on var-
ious preference and quality measures. For example, layouts with target floor areas,
layouts with courtyards that provide privacy and light, or buildings that are less in
shadow can be preferred. We abstract such quality measures as energy functions,
E(Γ), with lower energies indicating more desirable layouts. We take as input a set
of (nonlinear) quality measures, say {E0, E1, . . . }.
Good Layout A layout Γ is good, if χi(Γ) = 0, ∀i; and the cumulative energy
E :=
∑
j Ej(Γ) is less than an input threshold.
4.4 Algorithm
Overview Our system starts with input sets of hard and soft constraints. Then, it
uses either stochastic sampling to generate or digitize existing layouts (e.g., extracted
from city maps) to replicate a set of valid layouts. In either case, these valid layouts
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are optimized to generate a set of good layouts, say {Γi} (see Section 4.5). For each
such layout Γi, a local shape space of good layouts is then characterized and sampled,
based on the modal analysis of the soft constraints (see Section 4.4.1). Any convex
combinations of such samples produce good layouts, thus yielding a compact encoding
of the local shape space around Γi. However, configurations from different Γi and
Γj have different representations and topologies, and cannot be directly combined.
Hence, based on a layout-space similarity distance, we extract connection pathways or
portals γij linking local shape spaces around Γi and Γj, such that visual discontinuities
arising from such jumps are minimized (see Section 4.4.2). Note that γij denotes a
discrete jump and not a continuous transition. We expose the extracted layout space
by allowing discrete transitions via the portals and thus linking the continuous local
shape spaces built around each of the Γi (see Section 4.4.3).
4.4.1 Characterizing Good Local Variations
Let Γi denote any good layout, i.e., both valid and desirable. Our goal is to
characterize the local shape space to generate further layout variations Γ, which are
all good. In this stage, we keep the dimension of the representation, say d, fixed.
Any vector, v ∈ Rd with ‖v‖ = 1, defines a newly suggested layout, Γv ← Γi + v.
A random direction v, however, can quickly degrade the desirability of a layout, i.e.,
we allow only small displacements without violating the constraints. In order to
preserve the current soft constraints, we restrict movements to directions orthogonal
to the gradient of the cumulative energy, i.e., (Γv − Γi)T∇E|Γi = 0, where ∇E|Γi
denotes the gradient evaluated at the starting layout, Γi. Using Taylor expansion,
the new energy at Γv is given by:












Figure 4.5: A Typical Eigenvalue Plot for Hessian Matrix H
A typical eigenvalue plot for Hessian matrix H of the soft constraints evaluated at initial good layout
Γi. We restrict sampling and navigation to the low eigen-modes (e.g., k = 5) to preserve layout
desirability.
where H denotes the Hessian of the energy function (see Appendix A) because
the first-order term vanishes due to the previous condition. Note that, unlike Yang
et al. (2011), we avoid building a full local osculant, which simplifies the subsequent
formulation and exploration. Hence, if we restrict displacements to the lowest k
eigenvectors, ej for j = 1 : k of the Hessian H, i.e., v ∈
∑
j=1:k γjej, the energy is
best preserved as:




with λj denoting the corresponding eigenvalues. We decide on k based on the
spectral plot of H (see Figure 4.5) using k to be the maximum |λk| ≤ 1.05|λ0| with λ0
being the eigenvalue with the smallest absolute value (If k ≤ 4, we still use k = 5).
Further, ‖v‖ = 1 amounts to ∑j=1:k γ2j = 1. Thus, we have characterized the space
of desirable variations using k dimensions.
Unfortunately, picking a direction this way can violate the hard constraints. We























Figure 4.6: Effect of Restricting Navigation to the Lowest Few Eigenmodes of the
Hessian
Starting from a good layout, Γi (left), we use the lowest k (k = 5) eigenvectors of the Hessian
of the soft constraints to explore the shape space. The solutions are then projected using a QP
formulation to produce good layouts of the form Γij . The graph shows that restricting navigation
based on vectors from the lowest k eigen vectors (k=5 versus k=10) allows longer traversal (i.e.,
larger variations), while preserving goodness of the layouts. Note that as a hard constraint, the
buildings cannot touch the white jagged line.





(Γ− Γv)T (Γ− Γv)
s.t. (Γ− Γi)T∇E|Γi = 0
χj(Γ) = 0 ∀j. (4.3)
Thus, we project the displacement vector, v, to the good layout space to obtain
Γ?, giving an updated deformation, v? ← Γ? − Γi. We invoke only the active linear
constraints, i.e., those where the current layout Γv is close to being violated based
on an allowed threshold. We solve the resultant QP in Equation 4.3 using Matlab’s
quadprog and line search along v? to refine the variation. Although this projection
step can affect the energy, E, in practice, we found the effect to be negligible because
the configurations Γv are close to the shape space. Note that the projected solution
may deviate from the subspace spanned by the k eigenvectors of the Hessian.
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For larger variations, we use multiple steps (10 in our examples). We reuse the
original Hessian, H|Γi , instead of recomputing it, to restrict movement in a consistent
direction. Figure 4.6 shows a typical behavior where restricting navigation to the
lowest few eigen-modes of the Hessian leads to larger movements (i.e., variations) in
the shape space, while maintaining goodness of layouts.
For each random direction restricted to v ∈∑j=1:k γjej, we obtain a (projected)
good layout using shape space exploration as described above. Thus, in the end, we
obtain a set of good layout variations {Γi1,Γi2, . . . } all originating from Γi. In our
tests, we generated a fixed number of variations (set to 100). These variations are
not necessarily all very distinct. One option is to cluster the variations based on
their configuration parameters (c.f., Vanegas et al. (2012)). But, configuration space
similarity does not translate to visual similarity. Hence, we define a similarity distance
directly in the space of the layouts by XOR of the volumes of any two layouts, Γ1
and Γ2, i.e.,
d(Γ1,Γ2) := vol(Γ1)⊕ vol(Γ2). (4.4)
Note that the configurations have the same parcel boundary and are hence aligned.
Using this distance, we perform farthest sampling (Eldar et al., 1994) to retain only the
top few (10 in our implementation) most visually different good layouts. Specifically,
starting from a random sample from {Γi1,Γi2, . . . }, we pick the farthest sample (i.e.,
layout) from the remaining layouts; we progressively select additional layouts that are
farthest from the currently selected layouts. Let, {Γi1, . . .Γik} denote these selected
layouts.
By construction, all the layouts {Γi1, . . .Γik} are good. More importantly, since
we work with linear hard constraints and sample from the space of desirable layouts
(using Hessian information), any convex combination of the sampled configurations
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j=1:k αj = 1 and αj ≥ 0.
4.4.2 Extracting Global Portals
At this stage, we have a discrete set of shape spaces for good layouts respectively
built around initial good layouts {Γi}. These spaces, however, are disjointed, pre-
venting users from navigating across these local shape spaces. Recall that each local
space around Γi is characterized by a convex combination of {Γij}, but the under-
lying dimensionality of different shape spaces can be different. This prevents any
meaningful interpolation between two spaces, say Γi and Γj. Instead, we look for
good locations to jump between a pair of such local spaces — we call such pathways
portals. In the context of layout exploration, we characterize good portals as those
jumps that lead to small visual changes.
Ideally, given any pair of good layout spaces around Γi and Γj, we want to extract








m) is minimized (subject to∑
l αl = 1, αl ≥ 0 and
∑
m βm = 1 βm ≥ 0). Instead of directly solving this
optimization, we coarsely evaluate the solution space.
We compute pairwise distances between elements from Γi and Γj, and select the





ij denotes the portal. The information
is encoded as a portal graph, where each local shape space around Γi becomes a node;
and any two nodes are connected by an edge that represents the portal connecting
them. For any edge, we take the corresponding volume-distance as its cost (i.e.,
d(γij) with abuse of notation), with higher costs denoting larger visual disparity.
(Note that for the distance computations, we assume that the parcel boundaries
are consistent across different local spaces and hence the layouts can be directly



















Figure 4.7: Portal Graph
Starting from a few good layout samples (A1, B3, C2), we characterize good local variations via shape
space exploration to create local navigation polygons. Such local shape spaces are then linked via
portal connections (e.g., A3↔C3) where shorter distances denote less visually noticeable transitions.
The connectivity between the generated local spaces are encoded as a portal graph. Note that all
the layouts have the same parcel boundary.
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For higher accuracy, it is possible to extract portals across the dense sampling of
points first (100 in our setting) in shape spaces of Γi to find the portals and then
use farthest point sampling by keeping the portal entry points as fixed landmark
locations.
4.4.3 Navigating Good Layouts
At this stage, we have generated a set of local shape spaces of good layouts in the
form {{Γ11, . . .Γ1k}, {Γ21, . . . ,Γ2k}, . . . } (for notational simplicity, we assume each local







j=1:k αj = 1, αj ≥ 0 is a good layout by construction. We now describe how
to navigate and explore such good layouts, first locally and then globally across these
local spaces.
Local exploration We support two modes: (i) handle-driven exploration, where
the user directly edits the current layout by dragging the layout edges, while the
system restricts changes to the current local space; and (ii) navigation polygon-based
exploration, where the user can move on a 2D embedded map of the local shape space
where relative distances reflect the corresponding relative distances in terms of object
space similarity (see Equation 4.4).
Handle-driven exploration. The user selects an edge of one of the boxes of the
current layout, say Γ0, and then prescribes a target location. Note that the user selects
an edge of Γ0 and not necessarily a full facade (see Figure 4.8). Assume that {Γij}
denotes the current local set. Thus, the target layout is a new variation restricted
to the local convex set such that it also satisfies certain new (linear) constraints
χl(Γ) = 0, e.g., moving certain edge(s) to new position(s). In Figure 4.8, where the
layout is axis-aligned, such a constraint is simply a requirement that the corresponding
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edge ends up with a certain x (or y) coordinate. To obtain the new variation, we first


























j) = 0 ∀l. (4.5)
Note that we do not require any additional conditions to ensure goodness since
the parameterization (with k parameters) already ensures goodness. If no solution
exists, then we satisfy the new constraints in a least-squares sense using:
Figure 4.8: An Example of Handle-Driven Exploration
The user can directly edit current layouts by dragging an edge to a new position (left); the corre-
sponding box changes (here the green box is squeezed (middle)) and then we find a good solution by




















αj ≥ 0 ∀j. (4.6)






j. In our setting, this optimization runs at
interactive rates, e.g., on the order of seconds for layouts involving 10-20 boxes.
Navigation-polygon. Local layout spaces are parameterized in k (e.g., 10) dimen-
sions, which are still large for the user to explore. Hence, we map the samples to
2D producing a navigation polygon (P i for Γi). Specifically, we compute all pairwise
distances of the form d(Γij,Γ
i
k) and map the points to 2D using multidimensional scal-
ing (MDS) (Borg and Groenen, 2005, chapter 8). Nearby points in this navigation
polygon denote comparable layouts. We mesh these 2D points {pij} using Delaunay
triangulation and allow the user to directly navigate inside the resulting triangulation
of the polygon, P i. Say, the user indicates point x ∈ P i. We locate the corresponding
triangle and find the barycentric coordinates of x in this triangle. Navigation then
amounts to using these coordinates to interpolate the layouts corresponding to the
triangle vertices (i.e., three configurations of the form Γij).
Global exploration We provide a visual representation of the global space, via the
portal graph, by drawing the navigation polygons, P i, as nodes in a graph and linking
them with edges. (The nodes are embedded in 2D using MDS with the minimal
distance between pairs of local shape spaces.) The user can explore the space of good
layouts directly in one of the following ways: (i) if the user is in the navigation polygon,
P i, she can select any of the outgoing edges (with the jump distance below the edge
threshold) to use the respective portal, γij, to transition to the navigation polygon,
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P j. We animate this transition by first moving the current configuration to the portal
entry point in P i (i.e., interpolation using the navigation polygon) and then jumping
to P j; (ii) if the user selects a target local space by selecting a node in the portal
graph,the shortest path in the portal graph to the node from the current location is
computed and then the path similar to interaction type #i is animated, possibly via
a sequence of alternating smooth interpolation and portal jumps; and (iii) if the user,
while navigating, is close to one or more portals, the system suggests the current
portal transition options for the user to select from or continues navigating using
the current navigation polygon. We found the last mode of navigation particularly
useful when the number of nodes/edges in the portal graph is large making direct
graph-based navigation cumbersome.
4.5 Generating Good Layouts
4.5.1 Initial Layout Generation
We provide two methods for the user to generate initial layouts, as described next.
Simulated annealing We start by generating candidate layouts using simulated
annealing (SA) (see also Merrell et al. (2011); Yu et al. (2011) for similar applications
in the context of furniture layout). While this stage can be also replaced by more
advanced sampling strategies like Talton et al. (2011); Yeh et al. (2012), we found SA
to be sufficient for the initial sampling.
We start with a null layout, i.e., Γ← ∅, and set the initial energy to E ←∞. We
then iteratively apply one of the following steps, chosen at random (see Figure 4.9):
(i) add a box b, i.e., Γ← Γ ∪ b;
(ii) remove an existing box b at random, i.e., Γ← Γ/b;













Figure 4.9: Simulated Annealing
(a–f) Evolution of a layout generated using simulated annealing (SA) based sampling. The layout
has a hard constraint to lie entirely inside the parcel; while, the soft constraints (e.g., target height
distribution, desired floor area, number of courtyards, etc.) are grouped together as a cumulative
energy to guide SA.
(iv) resize an existing box b by randomly changing its size, bl, bw, bh.
For numerical reasons, vertices/edges of any pair of (aligned) rectangles that are closer
than a threshold (set to 3% of the parcel size) are snapped; similarly edges of b are
snapped to parcel edges, if b is sufficiently close to any parcel boundary. We calculate
the energy of the new layout as Enew.
If a sampled layout is not fully inside the input parcel, we simply reject the sample.
Otherwise, if Enew ≤ E, we accept the solution; else, in the annealing step, we accept
the new solution with probability of exp(−(Enew−E)/t), where t is the temperature.
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If we accept the new solution, we set E ← Enew; otherwise the old layout and energy
are retained. In the annealing schedule, we progressively reduce temperature t in each
iteration. We stop if either the maximum number of steps (2000-5000 in our tests)
has been reached, or when E falls below a prescribed threshold.
In this stage, we use the topological properties to measure configuration energy.
For example, if a desirable attribute value is v′ and the current value is v(Γ), we set
the normalized energy to Enew(Γ) := ((v(Γ)−v′)/v′)2. In the examples, we set target
values for the number of boxes (3–30/parcel); the number of edges on the layout
boundary (4–100); the number of holes (0–3); and the number of courtyards (0–5).
The height distribution is specified by a target histogram, i.e., number of floors
as (f ′i , n
′
i) sorted according to normalized number of floors. For example,
{(2, 3/6), (4, 2/6), (7, 1/6)}, means 3 boxes have 2 floors, 2 boxes have 4 floors, and
1 box has 7 floors. Similarly, for the current layout we compute the (sorted) dis-
tribution (fi, ni/
∑
i ni). We define the corresponding energy as Πi(|fi − f ′i |/fmax +
1)(|ni/
∑
i ni − n′i|+ 1)− 1.
We set the cumulative energy in the SA iterations as the weighted sum of the
above energies.
Digitizing existing layouts Initial layouts can also be generated by converting
existing plans, modeling new layouts from scratch, or digitizing layouts from existing
city maps (we show examples of the third option in Section 4.6). Given a set of
layouts, constraints such as parcel boundaries, minimum width, covered floor area,
or distance to the parcel boundary are automatically extracted and subsequently











Figure 4.10: Constrained Optimization
Starting from a sampled layout Γa (bottom-left), we perform gradient descent using a QP formu-
lation to produce valid and desirable layout Γd. Here, we show a typical layout evolution using a
combination of courtyard and covered area energies.
4.5.2 Constrained Optimization
In the initial layout generation stage, we obtain a set of candidate layouts. These
layouts, however, may not yet be good as they may violate the hard and soft con-
straints (e.g., for a digitized layout). Let Γ be such a layout. If the current soft
constraint energy is higher than the desired threshold level, we first improve the
desirability of the current layout using gradient descent. Specifically, if ‖∇E‖ is non-
negligible (i.e., not already at a minima), we take a step of size β (set to 0.1 by
default) and refine the current layout as Γg ← Γ− β∇E/‖∇E‖, where ∇E denotes
the gradient evaluated at the current configuration. Next, we restore the violated






(Γg − Γ)T (Γg − Γ)
s.t. χi(Γg) = 0 ∀i. (4.7)
We update the current layout as Γ← Γ∗ and start a new iteration until the energy,
E, falls below the input threshold, or a maximum number of iterations (50-100 in our
tests) is reached. Figure 4.10 shows an example of this process.
4.5.3 Constraints
We now describe the different hard and soft constraints used in our framework
(see Figure 4.11). While our choices were motivated by standard planning conventions
and design guidelines, other constraints can similarly be formulated and handled.
Hard constraints The following are the hard constraints, which are all linear
equality/inequality constraints.
Parcel constraints. All the boxes in any configuration Γ are constrained to remain








Figure 4.11: Various Hard Constraints and Soft Constraints of Buidling Layouts
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constrained to remain on the boundary (e.g., on construction lines).
Topology constraints. In order to preserve the connectivity of the current union
shape, we add appropriate (equality and inequality) linear constraints to maintain
relative sidedness between pairs of edges (see Appendix A).
Thickness constraints. It is desirable to avoid too narrow or too thick buildings.
We ensure this as a thickness constraint where the distance ti between pairs of candi-
date parallel lines is constrained as: tmin ≤ ti ≤ tmax. We use an approximate medial
axis of Γ to identify participating parallel edge pairs.
Soft constraints We now present the soft constraints, with lower energies denoting
more desirable configurations. Appendix A includes detailed expressions and the
associated gradient and Hessian terms.
Covered area energy. We add an energy to measure the deviation from the target
occupied parcel area, A′c, as Ecov(Γ) := |(A1−A′c)/A′c|, where A′c denotes the target
covered floor area of the layout and A1 denotes the ground floor area.
Courtyard energy. In order to encourage larger courtyards, we compute the area
of the inner facades (i.e., facades inside a courtyard) receiving sunlight from a fixed
directional light and normalize the area by the total area of the inner facades. We
use this ratio as the courtyard energy (see Appendix A for details).
Shadow energy. A building can block light access of its neighboring buildings,
which is of particular concern in dense cities (e.g., London). We define an energy
(see Appendix A for details) to penalize this shadowing effect onto adjacent buildings
and onto the building itself. For simplicity, we take the direction of light to be given
























Figure 4.12: Effect of the Shadow Energy
(Top) High-rises in a dense neighborhood often block sunlight to the neighboring buildings. A na¨ıve
reshaping by shrinking buildings can reduce such shadowing effects, but at the cost of degradation
of other desirable energies. (Bottom) Our coupled optimization reduces the shadow effect, while
preserving the other energies. Shadow energies (shown in blue and red) are computed under a




Figure 4.13: Aggregated Renderings of Exploration Paths in Local Shape Spaces
Trails Left during Local Shape Space Exploration via Navigation Polygons are Visualized in the
Corresponding Layout Spaces. Such a visualization highlights which parts of the layouts are more
constrained, i.e., sharp regions denote near-invariant locations, while fuzzy regions indicate where
it is easier to change layouts while retaining their goodness. Such a preview is useful for deciding
where to apply constrained editing, e.g., see Figure 4.8.
Heat energy. A building with a low exposed surface area (i.e., areas of the outer
walls and roof area) to enclosed volume ratio is desirable as it better retains heat (see
Appendix A for details).
4.6 Results
We implemented our layout generation framework in C# with Matlab as the
backend for the QP optimization, while the shape space exploration interface was
written in C++. The exploration interface supports procedural functions to add
simple facade and roof elements to help better visualize the scale of the models.
We generated five test datasets to evaluate our method: (i) offices: commercial
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London Paris
Figure 4.14: The Effect of Varying the Thresholds for the Input Set of Constraints
on the Resulting Layout Variations
As looser thresholds are allowed (top-to-bottom), the corresponding local variations span larger
spaces. This is visualized by aggregated renderings of many layouts from the local shape space.
Table 4.1: Performance Statistics of Generating Good Building Layouts
Name #nds #boxes QP init. opt. loc. sp. P.G.
Offices 10 11.7 793.7 22.4 22.1 1.8 20.8
Villas 10 10.3 496.6 - 14.0 0.6 5.9
Skysc. 6 7.3 839.5 - 69.2 5.9 92.3
London 8 24.6 1189.9 - 40.5 5.1 23.3
Paris 6 14.3 785.5 31.8 46.8 2.8 11.6
Performance statistics on a 3.4GHz i7, 4GB RAM laptop with time measured in seconds.
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buildings generated by random sampling (see sample results in Figure 3.2); (ii) villas:
very large single family houses, digitized from a map; (iii) skyscrapers: tall buildings
digitized from around the world; (iv) London: buildings in an axis-aligned city block
with initial layouts digitized from a London map; and (v) Paris: residential buildings
generated by random sampling in a city block (city block stems of Paris).
We report statistics for the five datasets in Table 4.1 including generation times (in
seconds) for each step. The generation times are already reasonably fast, but could
be optimized using an integrated C++ implementation. In practice, a bottleneck
for layout generation is the large number of constraints arising mainly due to layout








Figure 4.15: Building Layouts Examples
Different Layouts Obtained using Our Shape Space Based Local and Global Exploration of Good
Building Layouts.
to explore smart interfaces to support manual editing or adjusting the threshold used
in the optimization.
The layout exploration runs at interactive rates. In Figure 4.11, we illustrate some
of the constraints used in the test scenes. Figure 4.13 shows aggregated renderings
of explorations paths in local shape spaces. By combining the layouts arising while
traversing such a path, we can get a quick overview of the major variation modes
in this local shape space. Further, by relaxing the allowed thresholds for the input
constraints, we can increase the extent of allowed variations, as shown in Figure 4.14.
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Here, we show some representative results for each data set in Figures 3.2 and 4.15.
Limitations Currently, our algorithm has several limitations. First, we are re-
stricted to mass models consisting of extruded boxes. It seems conceivable to extend
our framework to handle cylinders and curved footprints. In contrast, an extension
to free-form architecture would require a technically different approach. Second, we
only implemented a few example constraints and our list is by no means exhaustive.
Adding additional constraints will require some programming efforts and cannot be
done by an artist or architect. Third, our work is currently restricted to mass models.
While our results can be enhanced by procedural methods, it would be interesting
to see, for example, how lighting considerations can improve the layout of windows.




COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN OF STREET LAYOUTS FROM
FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
5.1 Introduction
Topological connectivity and geometric layout of a network heavily influence the
behavior of the corresponding environment, both at a local and a global scale. For
example, in the context of urban layouts, a Manhattan street network results in well-
balanced traffic flow throughout the city; a radial layout results in the city center being
easily accessible from most places with longer transit times among other places.
Given an input network, the behavior of the corresponding environment can be
qualitatively predicted based on observed behaviors of comparable setups, or quanti-
tatively analyzed using forward simulation. For example, in urban modeling, starting
from initial street layouts, various algorithms can produce secondary city blocks and
building parcels; in traffic simulations, starting from given street layouts, different
models have been proposed and evaluated to simulate traffic flow behavior; and, in
architectural planning, various design guidelines enumerate relative merits of common
street layout patterns (e.g., grid, radial, diagonal, etc.). The reverse behavior, how-
ever, is less understood. Specifically, how to design a suitable network configuration
starting only from specified behavior of the target environment? In this chapter, we
investigate this question in the context of the generation of street networks for urban
planning.
We investigate how connectivity and geometry can emerge directly from functional
requirements. Typically, one has to balance between conflicting requirements: on the
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Figure 5.1: Two Street Layouts Designed by Our Algorithm
Two street layouts designed by our algorithm based on different functional specifications. Left: this
street network provides fast access from the interior to the boundary, while multiple dead-ends and
sharp corners ensure quiet residential neighborhoods. Right: fast access from the interior to the
boundary and fast through-traffic in the vertical direction, while lower level roads have no dead-
ends for better connectivity. Middle: We visualize the respective road usage for a simple traffic
simulation using the corresponding traffic scenarios. For the map on the left, trips are generated
from the inside to the nearest boundary; for the map on the right, trips are generated from the
inside to the nearest boundary and from the top to the bottom (and vice versa). The results were
produced purely based on the functional specifications.
Figure 5.2: A Typical Urban Street Layout
The streets are laid out hierarchically (left) as arterial streets connected to residential areas by
slower connector streets. Building parcels follow a simple offset pattern along the streets via dead
end connections (right). Note that residential areas (e.g., zoomed inset) have longer street connectors
to discourage through traffic.
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one hand, networks should be densely connected in order to lower average transit
times; while, on the other hand, residential neighborhoods should have low through-
traffic in order to reduce noise level. Figure 5.2 shows how a designer achieved such
a balance. Our goal is to create similar network designs starting only from high-level
functional specifications.
The problem is challenging because the generated street layouts need to respect
the functional specifications for traffic inside and through the region. In this chapter,
we assume that the flow of traffic largely depends on the travel times between source
and target locations. For example, if there are many short routes passing through a
region it is likely to receive a lot of through-traffic. On the contrary, through-traffic
can be discouraged (ideal for residential neighborhoods) if the travel times between
two points on the boundary of the region are high. Two factors largely determine
the travel times. First, the throughput, or capacity, of the streets. Second, the global
connectivity of the streets (e.g., path lengths and intersections). According to our
analysis, the travel times are largely determined by the connectivity of the major
streets, rather than the detailed local branches, e.g., access roads.
Based on these observations, we propose a hierarchical optimization framework
that places streets at multiple levels of decreasing throughputs. At each level, there
are two stages. In the first stage, a desirable coarse network of streets is computed
based on a linear integer programming approach that takes as input a mesh-based
discretization of the problem domain (we choose pure quadrilateral meshes based on
the context of street layouts) and a set of functional specifications. In the second
stage, the geometry of the coarse network is realized by a geometrical smoothing
algorithm that also takes the functional specifications into account.
We evaluate the proposed algorithm on a variety of typical target specifications.
Quantitatively, the designed networks directly target to reduce transit times, lower
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neighborhood through-traffic, while using dead ends to provide access to the inner
regions. Qualitatively, many of the resultant layouts are similar to the different layouts
(often painstakingly constructed using domain knowledge and trial-and-error) that
are commonly prescribed in urban layout handbooks (c.f., Susan et al. (2003)). We
also demonstrate that our approach outperforms a straightforward sampling-based
approach with simulated annealing.
In summary, our proposed algorithm derives non-trivial street network layouts
starting only from high-level functional specifications of the target area, without
requiring access to any local street layout or templates. Figure 5.1 shows two distinct
street layouts of the same problem domain designed purely based on different sets of
functional specifications. Our contributions include:
• proposing street network design directly from high-level functional specifica-
tions, which are based on urban layout design guidelines;
• formulating the problem as a hierarchical optimization framework that considers
the functional specifications; and
• evaluating the approach and demonstrating that non-trivial and desirable street
network patterns can emerge only from high-level functional specifications.
5.2 Methodology Overview
We first provide an overview of our framework (see Figure 5.3).
5.2.1 Input Specification and Definitions
We assume that the input problem domain, which presents an empty region of
land, is given by surrounding (arterial) roads. Users may further specify functional
specifications in terms of traffic patterns to control the overall appearance of the
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Figure 5.3: The Pipeline of Our Street Layout Approach
Starting from given boundaries (shown in yellow) the street layout is generated in four levels. For
each level we conduct three main steps (we visualize the output of these three steps for each level).
First, a dense network of street segment candidates is generated in the form of a quad mesh (shown
as black edges). Second, a street layout is generated by selecting a subset of edges from the dense
network using an integer programming approach (shown in white). Third, the geometry of the
generated street layout is smoothed. Dead ends are allowed only at level 4 (e.g., cul-de-sacs).
street layout (Section 5.3).
We use a half-edge data structure to encode a street network. For each edge, we
distinguish two half-edges that are in opposite directions and point to the two vertices
adjacent to the edge.
5.2.2 Multi-Level Street Generation
Inspired by the hierarchical nature of real-world street networks, we lay out the
streets in multiple levels of decreasing traffic throughputs. The process is detailed as
follows.
1. We compute a dense network of street segment candidates in the form of a quad
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mesh.
2. Beginning at the first level, an initial street layout is computed by selecting a
subset of segments of the dense network. We formulate the problem as a linear
integer programming (IP) approach described in Section 5.5.
3. The geometry of the street layout (i.e., positions of the vertices on the edges
belong to the layout) is further improved by a smoothing algorithm described in
Section 5.6. The whole mesh is then relaxed (and possibily requadrangulated)
with respect to the new geometry of the street layout to better aid traffic flow.
4. If the last level is not reached, we generate a dense network for the next lower
level. To do so, we may need to increase the resolution of the mesh by a Catmull-
Clark subdivision scheme without vertex repositioning for greater degrees of
freedom of the IP computation. The street layout of the current level partitions
the mesh into one or more sub-meshes. The process starting with step 2 is then
repeated at a lower level on each sub-mesh.
5.3 Functional Specifications
The purpose of street networks is to connect one place to another. However, the
design process is complicated by various conflicting requirements. For example, it
is desirable to have short commute times among places. This, on the other hand,
encourages a densely connected network, which can be less attractive for residential
neighborhoods (see Figure 5.2). Manually balancing between such global and local
considerations is difficult, and hence street design for urban planning remains a task
requiring specialized skill and domain knowledge.
We studied commonly used design practices from the relevant literature (South-
worth and Ben-Joseph, 1995; Meyer and Miller, 2000; Southworth and Ben-Joseph,
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2003; Susan et al., 2003; Association, 2006; Board, 2010; Ortzar and Willumsen, 2011;
Marshall, 2005). From these works, we recommend the standards guideline Associ-
ation (2006) for a simple introduction to urban planning in general and Ortzar and
Willumsen (2011) for a more technical introduction to transportation models.
Based on our understandings of the key design principles in the aforementioned
literature, in the following, we categorize several ways for users to control the overall
appearance of the street layouts by functional specifications, i.e., how the generated
street layout should function in terms of overall traffic patterns and land use.
Coverage and land use Intuitively, the problem domain need not to be fully
covered by streets, since each street covers a local neighborhood. As the coverage
range is directly related to the throughput of a street, streets at higher levels in
the hierarchy are assigned a larger coverage range and vice versa. Users can further
customize the range of coverage of the streets to control the street distributions in
the layout. Meanwhile, we want the street layout to occupy the fewest possible
amount of land, which roughly translates to the infrastructure cost (e.g., construction,
maintenance, and land that cannot be used for other purposes). We encode the
minimization of land usage as objective function in our IP formulation in the coarse
street layout computation stage.
Street connectivity Connectivity of the street layout plays a major role in design-
ing traffic patterns. First, a basic functional requirement is that street layouts have
to be free of islands, i.e., isolated blocks of streets that are not accessible from the
boundary. Users can further determine street connectivity by controlling dead ends,
i.e., edges that connect to only one vertex. Dead ends lead to quiet residential areas,
but they lead to longer driving and walking distances as well as a lower redundancy.
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Through-traffic Another important aspect is through-traffic versus interior-to-
boundary traffic. The former refers to traffic that originates from external sources,
which typically go from one location on the boundary to another. Interior-to-bound-
ary traffic originate from one location in the interior and goes to the nearest boundary
locations. Users can define a simple traffic demand model, by specifying through-
traffics in certain directions. Additionally, by the nature of the route-based IP street
layout computation, we implicitely account for fast interior-to-boundary traffic.
Transit time Users can specify that transit times between specific locations to be
reduced or prolonged.
Detour Users can control the street layout to avoid certain locations, i.e., obstacles.
Typical obstacles include water, large commercial or industrial areas, and rail tracks.
Aesthetics Users can specify the low-level functional requirements of the street
geometry. The specification is imposed in two levels. First, the occurrence of certain
undesirable features, such as zig-zags and narrow turns, can be strictly forbidden or
minimized during the IP computation. Second, the smoothness of the streets can
be controlled during the geometric realization stage. Smooth streets are often more
desirable in residential neighborhoods.
5.4 Quadrangulation
We generate a semi-regular (i.e., most vertices are of valence 4) pure quadrilateral
mesh wherein the quads are roughly of uniform size and their shapes are close to a
square. The quad mesh is used as a network of street segment candidates, and the
coarse street layout is computed by selecting a subset of the edges of the quad mesh.
This assumption is based on the observation that real-world urban street layouts
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typically favor 90 degree intersections and can be laid out according to a cross field.
A quad mesh is a good discrete cross field representation. Alternatively, we could
also generate a cross field and select streamlines in the cross field as candidates (Yang
et al., 2013).
In practice, the input problem domain is defined as a 2D piecewise linear polygon
with a disk-like topology and the quadrangulation is generated by the patch-wise
quadrangulation algorithm in Peng et al. (2014).
5.5 Coarse Street Layout Computation
Given a pure quadrilateral mesh M representing an empty region of land sur-
rounded by roads at a higher level, our goal is to find a subset of the edges on M
that presents a coarse street layout at current level through an integer programming
(IP) approach. We use the following definition.
Definition 5.5.1 A street layout, or layout in short, is a subset of edges of a quadri-
lateral mesh M . An edge is present in a layout if it is in the subset; otherwise, it
is absent. A vertex is present in a layout if any of its adjacent edges are present;
otherwise, it is absent. A layout is valid if it is connected.
In our examples, we assume that all boundary edges of M are present in a layout
since they present the higher-level roads surrounding the region. Therefore, a layout
is valid if and only if the layout has no islands, i.e., connected sets of edges not
connected to the boundary.
A straightforward approach to model the IP problem would model the presence
of each edge as a Boolean variable. However, this would make fulfilling the valid-
ity requirement (i.e., being connected) of a layout very difficult. This is because
determining whether a layout is connected requires checking the independent paths
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Figure 5.4: A Valid Layout Consisting of a set of Routes
(a) A valid layout with a coverage range of 0.5 (i.e., every vertex is either present or adjacent to a
present vertex). It is comprised of three present routes (b). Observe that each route is a directed
path from an inner vertex (marked in light red) to a boundary vertex (marked in light blue).
between two vertices on M (Menger’s theorem in graph theory), which is not feasible
to be expressed in IP form. To tackle this problem, based on our context of street
layout design of an empty region surrounded by higher-level roads, in which every
inner spot (e.g., inner vertices on M) needs some exit route to the region boundary
(e.g., boundary vertices on M), we introduce the concept of routes as follows.
Definition 5.5.2 A route is a directed path of a distinct non-empty sequence of edges
which connects a distinct sequence of vertices on M (i.e., no branches nor loops).
Furthermore, a route connects an inner vertex on M to a boundary vertex on M . A
route is present if and only if all of its edges are present.
Now, instead of considering a layout as the union of present edges, we consider
a layout as the union of present routes. Note that present routes may overlap. It
is straightforward to see that a union of an arbitrary set of routes (which are paths
from inner vertices to boundary vertices of M) does not have islands and is therefore
a valid layout.
We enumerate a set of potential routes as follows. For every inner vertex, we
numerate all possible paths to M ’s boundary with topological lengths that are not
greater than the length of the shortest paths from the vertex to M ’s boundary plus
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a tolerance value. In our results, we use a tolerance value of 2. We denote the
presence of every potential route as a Boolean indicator variable, Ri, 0 ≤ i < N , N
is the number of enumerated routes. See Figure 5.4 for an example of a valid layout
comprised of a set of present routes.
Using the route variables Ri alone is not sufficient to model complex properties of
the resulting layout. Therefore, we introduce additional auxiliary variables as follows.
We denote the presence of every edge ei on M , 0 ≤ i < E, E is the number of edges
on M , as a Boolean indicator variable Ei. Ei of boundary edges are set to be true.
For every inner edge ei, Ei equals true if any of the routes that include the edge is
present, and equals false otherwise. They are modeled as linear constraints as follows.
For every inner Ei that denotes the presence of edge ei,
if X > 0,−X + 1 ≤
∑
Rx −XEi ≤ 0; otherwise, Ei = 0, (5.1)
Rx, x = 0, 1..., X − 1, denotes the set of routes that include ei. X is the size of
the set.
We denote the presence of every vertex vi on M , 0 ≤ i < V , V is the number
of vertices on M , as a Boolean indicator variable Vi. They are modeled as linear
constraints as follows.
For every Vi that denotes the presence of vertex vi,
−X + 1 ≤
∑
Ex −XVi ≤ 0, (5.2)
Ex, x = 0, 1..., X − 1, denotes the set of indicator variables of the edges that are
adjacent to vi. X is the size of the set.
Land use minimization: As mentioned previously, we consider the land use of
the street layout as the main objective function to minimize. It is modeled as the
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Figure 5.5: Examples of Undesirable Configurations
(a) The four undesirable configurations on inner edge ei (left to right: two cases of zig-zags and two
cases of narrow ends). (b) A local feature that consists of five undesirable configurations (two on
e0, one on e1, e2, and e3.)






Alternatively, we can weight each Ei by its geometric length to better reflect the
land use of the layout.
Number of present routes minimization: Recall that present routes may over-
lap. Intuitively, we want the overlapping to be minimal. For example, if two routes
are both present and one route is a strict subset of the other, the one with fewer
edges is redundant. We impose this preference by adding the summation of all route
indicator variables, weighted by a decisively small factor so that solutions with lower










We set WR to be 0.0001 in our examples.
Coverage constraint. We expect the layout to sufficiently cover the whole region.
For this goal, we assume that a present vertex covers itself and its neighbor vertices
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Figure 5.6: Layouts with Increasing Coverage Ranges
Observe that the widths of the gaps between present edges roughly equal to two times of the ranges.
Note that at range 2.5 the boundary edges alone are sufficient to cover the whole domain.
within a predefined topological distance (i.e., range). A layout sufficiently covers M
if all vertices on M are covered. For the reason given later in the next paragraph, we
define the range in multiples of 0.5. That is, given a range r, vertices that are within
the distance of brc to a present vertex are considered fully covered by that present
vertex (a present vertex fully covers itself). Vertices that are within the topological
distance of dre, but not brc, to a present vertex, are considered half covered by that
present vertex. For example, given a range of 1.5, a present vertex fully covers its
adjacent vertices and half covers vertices that are two edges away. The coverage
constraint now states that for every vertex on M , it should be at least fully covered
by one present vertex or half covered by two present vertices. It is modeled as linear
constraints as follows.





V halfy ≥ 2 (5.5)
V fullx , x = 0, 1, ..., denotes the set of indicator variables of the vertices that fully
cover v. V halfy , y = 0, 1, ..., denotes the set of indicator variables of the vertices that
half cover v.
In general, in a layout generated with a range r, the distances between two distinct
strips of present edges (i.e., the width of a gap) roughly equal to 2r. See Figure 5.6
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for examples.
Dead end-avoidance constraint. We may desire layouts that have no dead ends,
i.e., a present vertex that is adjacent to just one present edge. For this goal, we
introduce the concept of a Boolean non-emptiness indicator variables as follows. For
every half-edge that points to a non-boundary vertex, hi, its non-emptiness indicator,
Ni, equals true if any of the edges adjacent to hi’s pointing vertex, excluding the edges
of hi, are present. It equals false otherwise. It is modeled with linear constraints as
follows.
For every Ni that denotes the non-emptiness indicator variable of half-edge hi
which points to a non-boundary vertex,
−X + 1 ≤
∑
Ex −XNi ≤ 0, (5.6)
Ex, x = 0, 1..., X − 1, denotes the set of edge indicator variables for the edges
adjacent to hi’s pointing vertex, excluding the edge of hi. X is the size of the set.
A dead-end happens at hi if and only if hi is an ending half-edge of a present route
(i.e., a half-edge pointing to the first or the last vertex of the route) and Ni is false.
It is forbidden by the following linear constraints:
For every Ni that denotes the non-emptiness indicator of half-edge hi that points
to a non-boundary vertex, which is also an end of a route rk, Rk denotes the indicator
variable of rk,
Rk −Ni ≤ 0. (5.7)
Aesthetics constraints We can identify certain local configurations of present
edges as undesirable in terms of aesthetics of street layouts. Their occurrences can
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be strictly forbidden or minimized. As shown in Figure 5.5, for each inner edge, we
identify four undesirable configurations. The presence of each configuration on ei is
denoted by a Boolean indicator variable, Zki , 0 ≤ k < 4, k is the configuration type.
This is modeled using linear constraints as follows.
For every Zki that denotes the presence of the k-th undesirable configuration on
inner edge ei,
−X + 1 ≤ XZki −
∑
Ex ≤ 0, (5.8)
Ex, x = 0, 1..., X − 1, denote the set of edge indicator variables of the edges
comprising the undesirable configuration (X = 3 in our cases).
We can forbid the presence of any of such undesirable configurations by constrain-
ing all Zki to be false. As this constraint can be too strict, we instead minimize the
occurrence of such configurations by adding the weighted summation of Zki to the












We set WZ to be 0.1 in our examples.
In summary, the task of finding valid street layouts that sufficiently cover the
whole domain and satisfy various constraints while minimizing the land use (i.e.,
number of present edges) is formulated as an integer (Boolean) programming prob-
lem with linear objective function in Equation 5.9 and linear constraints in Equa-
tion 5.1, 5.2, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8.
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5.5.1 User Control Mechanisms
To support the function specifications described in Section 5.3, we offer the fol-
lowing mechanisms for the user control over the generated street layouts.
Route Sources and Exits So far we assume that every route starts at an inner
vertex (i.e., its source) and ends at a boundary vertex (i.e., its exit). This assumption
can be relaxed to allow greater design flexibility. In general, both source and exit
vertices can be arbitrary. For examples, 1) users can exclude certain boundary vertices
from being exit vertices to forbid roads coming out from these vertices, which is useful
to reduce the number of crossroads on certain streets that serve major traffics. 2)
Users can assign certain inner vertices to be exit vertices so that routes can end at
these vertices, e.g., park-and-ride spots. 3) Users can assign only a subset of the inner
vertices as source vertices to reflect the distribution of households.
Enforced or Forbidden Paths Users may want certain paths to be present or
forbidden in a layout. One common cause is control of traffic patterns. For example,
users may want to encourage or forbid through-traffic from one place to another by
imposing or forbidding close-to-shortest paths in between. Such specifications are
useful to enforce functional specifications of the street layout hierarchy. For example,
shortcuts, which are streets at a lower level that act as shortcuts of the streets at the
higher level, which may invalidate the functional specifications at the higher level, can
be forbidden. It is straightforward to impose these specifications in the IP formulation
by constraining certain combinations of the edge indicator variables to be true of false.
Obstacles Users can assign certain vertices as obstacles that are excluded from the
layout computation. Obstacle constraints are imposed as follows. First, routes should
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Figure 5.7: An Example of User Control Specifications
Left: User control specifications. Here, the user designs a light rail track as obstacle vertices in black.
A park-and-ride spot of the light rail is specified as an exit vertex (in additional to all boundary
vertices) in light blue. The user further designs a small circular way as an enforced path in red.
Right: A generated street layout of coverage range 0.5 with respect to the user specifications. The
source vertices of routes are shown in light red and exit vertices are shown in light blue.
not pass through obstacle vertices. Second, finding the covered vertices of a present
vertex, which is done by a Dijkstra-like algorithm, has to be aware of obstacle vertices
(i.e., a present vertex cannot cover vertices across obstacles). Finally, obstacle vertices
are excluded from the the vertices that need coverage (see Equation 5.5).
An example of user control specifications is shown in Figure 5.7.
5.6 Geometric Realization
We describe how to geometrically realize the coarse street layout generated in the
previous stage. The goal of this stage is to optimize the shape of the street layout
to make it both visually realistic and functionally efficient. Note that in the previous
stage, the generated street layout is a subset of the edges on a pure quadrilateral mesh.
The geometry of the quad mesh is meant only for an approximation of the geometry
of the actual street layouts. In particular, the layout may contain many sharp (90◦
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.8: Effects of Different Smoothing Energies
(a) smoothing with all energies; (b) smoothing with a small tension energy; (c) smoothing without
stiffness energy (thus the vertical white road at the T-junction in the middle is not smooth); (d)
smoothing without inertia energy.
degree angle) turns due to the nature of quad meshes. These sharp turns not only
look unrealistic but also make the streets longer and tenuous, e.g., stair-shaped, which
leads to longer travel times.
We use the active contour model (snakes) (Kass et al., 1988) to find the final shape
of the street layout. In an active contour model, a snake is a spline guided by forces
to minimize an associated energy for the purpose of geometrically smoothing it. We
give a summary of the algorithm as follows.
A snake is a distinct non-empty sequence of present edges of the street layout which
connects a distinct sequence of vertices (i.e., no branches non loops). Moreover, the
valence of the first and last vertices of a snake cannot be 2, that is, a snake must
ends at non valence-2 vertices. A street layout is decomposed into snakes. It is
straightforward to see that a layout can be decomposed into non-overlapping snakes
that together fully cover the layout. Note that snakes can include intersection vertices
of the street layout, i.e., a present vertex that connects to more than two present edges,
in its interior. After the snakes are extracted, we subdivide each snake so that the
smoothing algorithm, described next, may have a higher degrees of freedom.
The snake-based smoothing algorithm minimizes the energy associated with a
deformable spline (a snake). In our setup, we consider 3 types of energies: tension,
stiffness, and inertia. Assuming a snake is presented by u(s, t) where s ∈ (0, 1) is the
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parametric domain and t is the time (i.e., iteration), for each vertex, the energies are
defined as follows.
• Tension energy Etension(u) =
∣∣∣∂u(s)∂s ∣∣∣2. Minimizing the tension energy makes
the snake act like a membrane. Higher weight for this energy leads to shorter
lengths.
• Stiffness energy Estiffness(u) =
∣∣∣∂2u(s)∂s2 ∣∣∣2. Minimizing the stiffness energy makes
the snake act like a thin plate. Higher weight for this energy leads to smoother
turns.
• Inertia energy Einertia(u) = |u(s, t)− u(s, 0)|2. This energy is used to prevent
the snake from moving too far away from its original position.







(αEtension + βEstiffness + γEinertia) ds (5.10)
Here α, β, and γ are the weights of the 3 energies.
We use different settings of weights at different levels of the street layout hierarchy.
Streets at higher levels use higher stiffness weights (smoother corners) while streets at
lower prefer levels use higher inertia weights (less deformations). Additional heuristics
are used to make sure the street intersections are close to 90◦ angles.














+ 2γ (u(s, t)− u(s, 0))
)
ds (5.11)
We take adaptive steps in the direction of −∇E until the changes stabilize.
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Table 5.1: Performance of Our Street Layout Algorithm
Level Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Total
Stage CSLC GR CSLC GR CSLC GR CSLC GR
Figure 5.7A 60 17 277 <1 831 3 132 2 1322
Figure 5.7B 60 <1 255 <1 460 8 0 0 784
Figure 5.7C 60 13 80 <1 441 3 9 <1 606
Figure 5.7D 60 1 264 <1 616 5 158 2 1107
Figure 5.7E 60 14 220 <1 471 4 2 <1 771
Figure 5.7F 60 15 365 <1 684 2 11 <1 1138
Figure 5.7G 60 13 172 <1 527 3 72 1 848
Figure 5.7H 60 11 260 <1 517 2 64 <1 913
Figure 5.1 left 60 <1 318 <1 0 0 395 3 776
Figure 5.1 right 60 11 239 <1 454 6 0 0 771
We measure the time in seconds for each stage in three categories. CSLC: Coarse Street Layout
Computation; GR: Geometric Realization.
5.7 Results
We implemented our algorithms using C++ and C# and report timings for a
computer with i7-2600 cpu @ 3.4GHz with 8GB memory.
Design examples We show several design examples in Figure 5.7 to demonstrate
the effects of functional specifications.
Figure 5.7A: We show one example without through-traffic preferences. As men-
tioned in Section 5.3, interior-to-boundary trips are dominant and through-traffic is
discouraged.
Figure 5.7B: We enable fast through-traffic in the vertical direction by computing









Figure 5.9: Examples of Street Layout Results
(Top) Layouts designed for different scenarios (see Section 5.7) for details. (Bottom) Result evalua-
tion by usage map (roads with darker colors have higher usage), travel time histogram and average
travel times including and excluding the walking time from a sampled position in the map to the
nearest street.
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Figure 5.10: Quadrilateral Meshes of Street Layouts
Quadrilateral meshes used in 5. (a) A 12x12 regular grid used as the input quad mesh for Fig-
ure 5.7A, C, D, and D. (b) In additionan, at the second level of Figure 5.7b, each individual patch
is requadrangulated again since the geometric distortion caused by the smoothing of the diagonal
line is too large. (c), (d), (e), (f) The input quad meshes for Figure 5.7E, F, G, H.
Figure 5.7C: Similar to Figure 5.7B, we provide fast travel times for traffic in the
diagonal direction.
Figure 5.7D: We mark a mall area as obstacle, and make it easy to reach the mall
from the centers of the top, right, and bottom boundaries by fixing three additional
exit vertices on the entrances of the mall. By design, there are no exit vertices on the
left boundary.
Figure 5.7E: We show a street layout on a map with a trapezoid-shaped boundary.
Figure 5.7F: We show a street layout on a map with an oval-shaped boundary.
The center is marked as obstacle that represents the town square.
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ObjVal: 93.7 ObjVal: 102
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.11: Comparison with Simulated Annealing-based Approaches
Compare our IP computation part with a sampling-based approach. For brevity, we just compare
layouts up to the first level. (a) Layout generated by our IP computation. (b) Layout generate by
a simulated annealing-based approach.
(c): use simulated annealing to simultaneously generate the connectivity and geometry of the street
network.
Figure 5.7G: We show a street layout on a map with a river and a bridge across
it.
Figure 5.7H: We show a street layout on a map presenting an island with an
irregular shaped boundary.
Evaluation To verify that functional specifications are met, we show the road usage
maps and travel time histograms in Figure 5.7 computed by a simple traffic simu-
lation. We randomly generate a number of trips according to the underlying traffic
demand model and evaluate the resulting traffic. We consider different speed limits
and intersection wait times, but we do not include a model for congestions. From the
usage map we can see whether the higher level roads have a higher usage and vice
versa.
To evaluate the runtime performance of our approach, we evaluate the timings of
individual levels and stages. See Table 5.1.
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Comparison with simulated annealing We compare our IP computation part
with a sampling-based approach. The simulated annealing approach evaluates the
same objective function. The first problem with simulated annealing is that it cannot
work with certain high level constraints that can be handled by our IP formulation.
Therefore, we could only compare a simple example. As shown in figure 5.7a&b, our
IP computation gives a result with both better visual quality and lower objective
function value. We also tried to use simulated annealing to simultaneously generate
the connectivity and geometry of the street network (see figure 5.7c). This approach
generates too many intersections with small angles so that we were unable to generate
results resembling urban layouts.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented three selected instances of design problems where we proposed
solutions to generate and explore design variations for architectural and urban lay-
outs. These instances covered three different types of layouts that are essential for
architectural and urban design: the design of facades, buildings, and street layouts.
6.1 Facade Variation
We have presented a framework that given an input facade can produce many
different facade layouts. Each offers a variation of the input that captures the essence
of the input’s design, like certain alignments, as specified by the user in a modeling
step.
Based on the experience gained from this project, we believe that the following
problems are especially interesting for future work. First, we conjecture that the reg-
ularization of a noisy input layout during the initial hierarchical segmentation can be
automated. That is, regions that are only almost aligned or almost identically sized
due to noise and imprecise rectification can be detected and adjusted to yield exact
alignments and consistent sizes. Second, we would like to combine our approach with
an architectural reshaping framework, like the one proposed by Cabral et al. (2009).
Third, mixing multiple input facade designs to create new, composite designs is an
interesting idea that could significantly increase the number of attainable variations.
Forth, it would be exciting to investigate adapting and evolving our approach to work
with more general 3D shapes, possibly by accordingly enriching and modifying exist-
ing shape editing systems, like the one by Bokeloh et al. (2012), which are currently
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restricted to basic retargeting operations. Finally, we believe that the relayouting of
plant models will pose additional challenges that are worth pursuing.
6.2 Building Layouts
We addressed the problem of generating and exploring good building layouts,
i.e., layouts that fulfill certain hard and soft constraints. First, we formulated this
modeling problem using regulatory guidelines and functional quality measures, such
as lighting and heating. Second, we supported creation and exploration of local
and global shape spaces by analytically characterizing the local shape space of good
layouts around any given good layout, compactly encoding multiple local spaces,
and linking them via a portal graph to support transitions across the different local
spaces. Finally, we introduced a novel interface to explore the good layout space via
both discrete and continuous variations.
In the future, on the application side, we would like to explore the applicability of
our framework to other mixed continuous and discrete layout problems, such as street
graph design, landscape design, architectural paneling, and room layouts. Further,
a very interesting fundamental research question is how to combine exploration with
online optimization. An interesting question in this context is how the user can specify
areas of a shape space that should be explored by the optimization. In a similar note,
we still do not have a systematic way to allow users to explore the full scope of
any design space, specifically, how to assert that parts of the underlying shape space
do not remain invisible. In absence of a global characterization, especially in high
dimensions, this remains a fundamental problem and bottleneck. Finally, given the




We proposed an algorithm to computationally design street layouts. The user
provides high-level functional specifications for the target problem domain, while our
algorithm jointly optimizes the connectivity and the geometry of the street layout.
While there is a considerable amount of work on evaluating existing street layouts, to
the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt to synthesize these layouts purely
based on functional specifications.
The major limitation of the algorithm is that the detailed street geometry does
not yet consider the compatibility with parcel generations. In future work, we would
like to address this limitation. Further, we would also like to explore street layout
designs in different scales. For example, designing multi-level, even multi-model (other
than automobiles), transportation networks in a city scale. We also expect that
our algorithm can be used in other network design scenarios, such as the design of
hospitals, malls, and airports.
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A.1 Overview
In this section, we will first define expressions for vertex position and line length,
and then define perimeter and area.
We use the combination of the above equations to express the constraints, as well
as gradient and hessian. Therefore, there may be no large single expressions for one
constraint. Instead, it will be a combination of several (possibly reused) expressions.
Each rectangle Ri is parameterized by six variables [li, wi, hi, xi, yi, θi] (see Sec-
tion 4.3), where (xi, yi) is the center of Ri, θi is the rotation, hi is the height (along
the 0.5D direction). We denote h as the height of each floor, and fi = hi/h the
number of floors. We assume that the right direction is the positive direction of the
x axis, and the up direction is the positive direction of the y axis.
A.2 Vertex Position
We represent each building as a union of a set of (overlapping) rectangles ∪iRi.
There are two possible situations for a vertex of the union. 1) The vertex is a vertex
of a single rectangle. 2) The vertex is an intersection point of two different rectangles.
A.2.1 Vertex of a Single Rectangle
For a vertex of rectangle i, the position of the vertex can be expressed as










A.2.2 Vertex of an Intersection Point
If a vertex is an intersection of two rectangles’ (Ri, Rj) edge, and the correspondent
edge indices are Ei, Ej (Explanation: For a rectangle i, Ei = 0 is the bottom edge,
Ei = 1 is the right side edge, Ei = 2 is the top edge, while Ei = 3 is the left side




















































































































and di is (li, wi, li, wi) decided by Ei (e.g., if Ei = 0, di = li).
A.3 Line Length
Each line will be divided into two parts, and the length is the combination of
the 2 parts. Although it is possible to calculate the length by the vertices position,
this will introduce the square root operation, and will be very difficult for gradient
computation. The line is divided by a cutting line perpendicular to this line, and
through the center of the correspondent rectangle.
For the half line, there are still two situations. 1) The end point is a vertex of a
single rectangle. 2) The end point is an intersection point of two rectangles.
A.3.1 Half Line Length from Single Rectangle
Two rectangles are related to this case. One is the rectangle with the cutting line,
and another is the rectangle with the end point. Usually they are the same rectangle,
but it is also possible that two rectangles have colinear edges, and the one rectangle
with the cutting line is different from the one with the end point.






Different Rectangle Assuming rectangle with the cutting line is Ri, while the




















+ for first half and − for second half (CCW order).
A.3.2 Half Line Length from 2 Rectangles
Assuming rectangle Ri is the rectangle that contains the half line, and rectangle
Rj is the rectangle with one side intersecting this line at the end point. First, we
calculate the expression of the end point, in the form of
x = χxixi + γxiyi + ωxiwi + ιxili + χxjxj + γxjyj + ωxjwj + ιxjlj
y = χyixi + γyiyi + ωyiwi + ιyili + χyjxj + γyjyj + ωyjwj + ιyjlj (A.6)
The length can be expressed as
hlk = ±
((
(1− χxi) cos(θi + pi
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−γxi cos(θi + pi
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−ωxi cos(θi + pi
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−χxj cos(θi + pi
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−γxj cos(θi + pi
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−ωxj cos(θi + pi
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−ιxj cos(θi + pi
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+ for first half and − for second half.
A.4 Linear and Quadratic Expression Operation










and d as a constant, we have
E1(x) + E2(x) =
1
2




xT (A1d)x+ b1dx+ c1d (A.9)
For 2 linear expressions
E3(x) = A3x+ b3,





xT (2AT3A4)x+ (b3A4 + b4A3)x+ b3b4 (A.11)
The gradient and Hessian are
∇E1(x) = A1x+B1
HA1(x) = A1 (A.12)
A.5 Area
To calculate the area, the first thing is to get the expression of all related vertices




(xvk + xvl)(yvk − yvl)
2
(A.13)
vl is the next vertex of vk.
The expression for xvk and yvk are linear, so A is quadratic.
A.6 Perimeter













Ac is the target area, which is a constant.













We minimize − V
Asurface
. To calculate this value we proceed as follows:
1. Split each block into floors. E.g., if a block has 3 floors, then split the block
into 3 parts. Calculate the floor plan (union) of each floor.
2. For each floor, calculate the perimeter Pf , and then the side surface area Pfh
3. The top surface area is still the same as the area of the union (2D case). (A =
A0)
























































1. We use an algorithm to detect all line pairs that can represent thickness.
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2. We compute the expression for the distance between these lines. Each line’s










3. The difference between two lines is the thickness. The constraint is that the
thickness should be between the given max and min value.
A.7.4 Shadow
First, we calculate the shadow shape. This can be done by projecting each facade
(not facing the sun) on the ground. The shadow for each facade is a parallelogram;
each vertex is in the form of (xvi + xoffset, yvi + yoffset). The union of these parallel-
ograms is the shape of this building’s shadow S.
For each building affected by the shadow, for each facade, we generate its shadow.
Then we intersect the shadow of this facade with S. The area of this facade blocked
by the other building is proportional to the area of the shadow.
Afacade block =
Aintersect
sin(|θfacade − θsun|) cotϕsun (A.20)
Here θfacade is the direction of the facade, θsun is the direction of the sun, and ϕsun
is the height angle of sun.
Note that not all vertices of intersected shadow can be expressed by the previous
expressions. There are 3 cases:
1. If the vertex is totally from current facade, then use expression
2. If the vertex is totally from other building, directly use the value
3. If the vertex is an intersection of current facade and other building, then use
the form similar to intersection point, with some variables as constants.




The denominator is considered as a constant.
A.7.5 Courtyard
For each facade, calculate shadow area on the facade if the sun is from normal
direction.




The denominator is considered as a constant.
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Note that here all shadow areas are segmented to rectangles. (For non-parallel
case, approximate)
The way to calculate shadow is the same as Shadow energy. However, since the
sun is from normal direction, sin (|θfacade − θsun|) can be removed. Meanwhile, just
the boxes in front of the building and only the face facing current facade need to be
considered.
Here is a small trick for the courtyard energy: if one of the facade is totally covered
by another, the height of the blocked area is a constant, not an expression, and thus
there is no gradient. To avoid that, in this case, we will still generate an expression
assuming the current facade is high enough not to be totally covered, and then minus
a number to make the value correct. Therefore, we can have a meaningful gradient
for this facade.
A.7.6 Height Ratio
For tall building, we want to limit the shape to make it not too thin compared to
its height.
1. For each representative floor (floor different from the one below it), check each
separate union shape
2. Find the separate union part’s max height hpart, get the expression of Ppart,
Apart
3. If the max ratio is r, the energy is hpartPpart−4rApart if the value is greater than
0; otherwise, the energy is 0.. This expression is quadratic, so we can easily
calculate gradient and hessian.
A.7.7 Parcel
All the vertices of rectangles should be inside the parcel, which means they should
be on the left side of all parcel boundary lines (if the parcel is convex). Assuming the
rectangle is Ri, the parcel line’s direction is θp, and point (xp, yp) is one point on the
parcel line,
− sin θpxi + cos θpyi ± 1
2
(− cos θi sin θp + sin θi cos θp)wi
±1
2
(sin θi sin θp + cos θi cos θp)li ≥ − sin θpxp + cos θpyp
(A.23)
If an edge of rectangle is on the parcel boundary line, it will stay on that line, and
the above inequality should be changed to equality.
A.8 Topology Constraint
To keep the topology of the union shape, we first separate the building by floors,
and keep the union shape of each representative floor.
The following constraints are considered.
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A.8.1 Line Segment Constraints
For each line of the union shape, find all the rectangles that have an edge on this
line segment. Consider the following constraints.
Overlap Constraints If there are more than one rectangles related to this line
segment, their edges should be colinear, which means for rectangle Ri and Rj,
− sin(θi + pi
2






= − sin(θj + pi
2







If there are n rectangles on this line segment, then there will be n − 1 linear
equality constraints.
Vertex Order Constraints For each related rectangle, there are 2 vertices on its
line segment or its extension lines. Also for the 2 end points of the line segment, it
may be an intersection of several rectangles’ edges.
Sort all related vertices and end points {vk}, and find relationship between them,
e.g., pv1 = pv2 < pv3 < pv4 = pv5 < pv6 . Create constraints for each = and <.
If vk is rectangle Ri’s vertex, the position is
pvk = cos(θi +
pi
2






Here Ei = 0 is the bottom left vertex of rectangle, and the order is CCW. d
′
i is
(wi, li, wi, li) decided by Ei.
If vk is an intersection points of 2 rectangle Ri and Rj’s edges, and assuming Ri
is on the line segment, the position is
pvk = −D sin(θi +
pi
2






di + (D sin(θi +
pi
2




+ (−D cos(θi + pi
2














D = cot(θj +
pi
2




A.8.2 Inner Point Constraints
For all the vertices of rectangles, if it is not on the union boundary, find all the
rectangles that contain this vertex, and create constraints to keep the vertex inside
the other rectangles.
Assuming the rectangle with vertex is Ri, and the rectangle contains the vertex
is Rj. the vertex’s position in Rj’s coordinate (x
′, y′) is
x′ = cos θjxi + sin θjyi
± 1
2
(cos θi cos θj + sin θi sin θj)li ± 1
2
(− sin θi cos θj + cos θi sin θj)hi,
y′ = − sin θjxi + cos θjyi
± 1
2
(− cos θi sin θj + sin θi cos θj)li ± 1
2
(sin θi sin θj + cos θi cos θj)hi
(A.28)
The sign is determined the by which vertex of Ri is considered.
The position of the edges of Rj is
xmax,min = cos θjxj + sin θjyj ± 1
2
wj
ymax,min = − sin θjxj + cos θjyj ± 1
2
lj (A.29)




′ < ymax (A.30)
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